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Foreword

That colleges and universities will face an "enrollment crisis" during the
1980s has been well established and appears inevitable. The National
Center for Education Statistics predicts.That between 1980 and 1988 there
will be an overall .decrease of 7.5 percent in student enrollments. For four-

year institutions, undergraduate enrollment will drop by 17.percent with
little or np increase in the number of part-time students. However, for
two-year institutions, NEES predicts an increase of approximately 60 per-
cent in the number of full- and part-time students.. Other organizations
and agencies forecast greater or lesser declines. Regardless of the mag-
nitude of the predictions, severallacts are undeniable:

There will be a more than 11 percent decrease in the traditional
college-age popplatiOn from 1979 to 1988.

Some colleges in each institutional categories that will increase their
enrollments because of Their academic: reputation or geographic lo-
cation while others will experience a decline.

Changing enrollments will significantly affect institutional finances,

programs, quality,.governance and de6sion making, and faculty hiring
and promotion as well as government policies for higher education.

Recent- cuth -in federal and state funding for higher education will
further aggravate the.enrollment problem.

If colleges and universities are to effectively address difficulties caused
by declining enrollments they must seriously consider critical decisions
related to faculty staffing, planning, and administrative reorganization.
In this report, J. Victor Baldridge, senior research sociologist at the Higher
Education Institute of the University ol California at Los,.Angeles, Frank
R. Kemerer, professor of education law and administration at North Texas
State University, and Kenneth C. Green, research analyst at the Higher
Education Research Institute, examine the impact of demographic shifts
and enrollment declines and outline possible institutional responses to
these problems. This Monograph synthesizes the recent literature on en-
rollment and demographic issues affecting colleges and universities and
presents the results of a national survey of college presidents and admis-
sions directors conducted by the authors in 1981.

Jonathan D. Fife
Director
*Ric,* Clearinghouse on Higher Education
The GeOrge Washington University



Preface

The postwar expansion ofAmerican. higher education Was fostered by three

factors: the postwar baby bbom, the growth of government support for
postsecondary education, and the demand for a trained/credentialed labor
force stimulated by the growth of the American economy since 1945. For

35 yearsfrom the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944 (the G.I. Bill),
through the booming business cycle of the 1960s, to the peak in the number

of high school graduates in 1979babies, budgets, and business had a
profound impact on the growth, development, and finances of American

higher education.
The new decade marks a major point of transition. The academic com-

munity confronts two major problems in the.1980s: declining enrollments
and a changing perspective on federal and state support for higher edu-
cation. Each would be enough to contribute to a sense of insecurity in
academe. Together, they threaten to bring a new depression to American

higher education.
Of the :two, the "enrollment crisis" is perhaps best understood. 'The

i:auses are well known and the consequences are fairly obvious. Demo-
graphics have always had a fairly predictable, if often unacknowledged,
effect on higher education. Allan Cart ter's predictions of a coming surplus
of Ph.D.sacademic heresy when first published in 1965were based
on his thoughtful .analyses of demographic trends and the educational
pipeline for graduate degrees. Since the postwar birth rate officially peaked
in 1,961, the higher education commimity has known about the impending
enrollment declines of the 1980s for some time. But only recently have
researchers and policymakers begun to devote much attention to the im-
pact of demographic shifts and enrollment declines on such issues as
institutional finances, program and institutional quality, governance and
decision making, faculty hiring and promotion policies, and government
policy for higher education. Other concerns such as minority access and

participation, a changing job market for college graduates, the growing
dern9nds for accountability, and the rise of faculty unionization captured
the attention of academic leaders, researchers, and policymakers during

the 1970s.
If the enrollment crisis was predictable, the recent dramatic shifts in

government social program spending caught most of the academic com-
munity by surprise. In retrospect, the slowed growth of government spend-
ing in the'rn1d-1970s seems a Minor event when compared with federal
and state budget cuts recently implemented and still anticipated. Prior
to the 1980 presidential election, virtually all 'discussions of till: impact
and consequence of declining enrollments assumed generally stable goy-
ernment funding for ,higher cducalion. However, the federal budget cuts
initiateasin fiscal 1981 were coupled with reductions in state funding
mandated either by PropositiOn 13-like voter initiat'ves or by state leg-
islators caught up in the current wave of reorganiting fiscal and funding
priorities'. Both could have a major'negative impact on a host of academic
policies, programs, and practices. In this manuscript we explore the im-
pact of these demographic and financial changes on higher education.

3
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A Word About Rewarch Methods
The AAHE-ERIC/Higher Education Research Report, series reviews the
current literature -about important topics in higher education. We have
attenipted to integrate"and refCrence the currently available mater,ial on
demographic and related issues affecting higher education in the 1980s.

In additiOn to the literature we also include new survey data. In, the
spring and summer of 1981 the authors conducted a hational survey Of
760 college presidents and 760 admissions di rectors. Seven fy7three percent
of the presidents and 70 percent of tfit admissions directors returned the
questionnaires. The survey- is referred to throughout the manuscript as
the ''I981 National Enrollment Survey." We focus on three major types
of institutions: universities, four-year colleges, and two-year colleges. The
survey data have been weighted to reflect approximately 2,500 institu-
tions, ,

The Spencer Foundation of Chicago underwrote most of the research
costs, with add i t iona I aid frOm the American Association of State Colleges
and Universities (AASCU) -and-North Texas State University. We deeply...
appreciate the generous support of these three organizations.

We Should mention that the chapter on student retention relies heavily
on our experience directing a consortium> of eight southern California
liberal arts colleges that are working to improve student retention. The
W. K. Kellogg FoundatiOn of Battle Creek, Michigan, funded, the consor-
tium, and we want to express our appreciation to the foundation and the
eight colleges for providing us with an excellent example of retention
efforts related to enrollment concerns.

Finally, over a, dozen case studies were conducted on campuses ex-
periencing enrollment difficulties. The purpose w.as to examine fit st-hand
the impacts on the campuses and the institutions' attempts to respond
creatively.

Four sources of information, then, were integrated for this manuscript:
a literature review, the-1981 National Enrollment Survey, lessons from
the Southern California Retention Consortium, and on-cathpus case stud-
ies at a variety of institutions.
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Overview of Research Findings

A severe enrollment decline is predicted for higher education because of

the decline in the college-age population. Fears abound that colleges face

enrollment shortfalls, budgetary crises, and faculty layoffs. Do college
presidents and admissions officers believe these dire predictions will really

re-time true? Otr 1981 survey of both groups shows a pattern of concern

coupled with strong optimism.

College Oresidents Show Concgrn About Enrollments
Sixty percent of the nation's college presidents agree "enrollment is a
major concern," and 75 percent report thar institution has eXperienced
increased competition for students since 1976 (72 potent in public insti-
tutions, 83 percent in private). Yet, simultaneously, presidents are fairly

positive about future enrollments. Prisidents may be concedied, but
'nevertheless they expect their institutions to overcome the hurdles. Forty-

two peraln expect increases in theii enrollments by 1986; only 16 percent

expect declines. ,

Presidents believe the financial impact ti declining bpdgets and cuts

in student -aid will havc -more impact than enrollment difliculties. The'y

tend to. be guardedly optimistic about enrollments but considerably: rni,

worried' about bverall 'finances. Twenty-six percent pf the presidents be

ieve their inst i tut ion,s face "fair or'poor.. financial prospects over,the next

five years. A significant number of admissions dir'ectors (40 percent) think

the major student. financial aid cuts instituted by the Reagan Adminis-
tration will have a "severe.' impact on their institutions. Nearly 66 percent

of admissions directors in private institutions foresee such an impact.

Despite thesecent dramatic growth of nontraditional aild off-campus
programs, presidents a t all types oHnstitutions report that their major
soutce of competition is the traditional, on-c.sampus degree program of

Jour-year* institutions, And, despite growing student interest in occupa-

tionally oriented postseeohdary training, college presidents report that

vocational programs and proprietary training programs play a small role

in the current cOmpetition for students.
Even though the competition for students has increased, only 14,per-

cent of the presidents report that the quality of their students haf;'declined

since 1975. Thirt,i-one percent report no change in student quality and 55

percent say student quality has improved.

Different Types of Colleges Face Radically Different Futures
Some campus presidents anticipate enrollment declines, particularly those

at private tWo-year colleges (33 percent) and private universities (27 per-

, cent). Others lace the.future with optimism about enrollment increases:

57 percent rjf community college pr'esidents forecast enrollment irireases,

and 39 percent of presidents in both public and private four-year colleges

see increases.
One surprising finding is the optimism of some presidents at colleges

that, acciirding to most estimates, will face the worst declines. The four-

year private liberal arts colleges are the prime example. Thirty-nine per-

Ennillmem., in the Eiglith,.s I
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cent of these presidents foresee enrollment increases and "very good or I
excellent" finances; most of the rest see the situation "tinchanged." The
survey data suggest that most institutions have a "last survivor" men-
tality. Many college presidents seem to assume that their institutions will
be immune to the 23 percent decline in the traditional college-age group
over,the next 15 years. .

Although many: public institutions will experience enrollment and fi-
nancial difficulties in the 1980s, as a group they should fare better than
their counterparts in the private sector. Public institutions, particularly
the four-year colleges and the community colleges, will become increas-
ingly attractive to a growing number of students, if only because of their
low tuition charges. Nonetheless, public institutions may experience fi-
nancial difficulties because of reduced state subsidies, not necessarily be-
cause of significant declines in their enrollment.

Cuts in Government Financial Aid Programs a Major Concern
Ahhough the lull dimensions of the firObleril are still unclear, budget cuts
could mean that low-income students may get less aid and many middle-
income students may get no aid. Cuts in student aid programs may reduce
costs, by enrolling part time, living at home, or selecting less expensive
colleges. Enrollment problems in the private Sector, will be aggravated by
student aid cuts, given the higher tuition costs.

N.colleges Have Done Little to Prepare for the 1980s
Presidents are "concerned," the study finds, but nevertheless expect en-
rollment increases. This ophrhism may account for the fact that many
campuses have done little to prepare for ttic hture. For example, only 39
percent of the presidential respondents report mat their campus has de-
veloped a written retrenchment policy, only 19 percent say they have
programs encouraging-early faculty retirement, and only 22 percent repUrt
having faculty retraining programs. Fewer than half the admissions di-
rectors say their budget has been increased over inflation costs during the
past hve years; only 21 percent' report their staffs have been increased,.
The research reveals that only 4 few of the recruiting arid retention strat-
egies generally considered effective are being Utilized. Most institutions

I have not developed and implemented comprehensive new-student mar-
keting plans and systematic programs for reducing student attrition.

,
,

Organization of the Monograph
Chapter two details the nationAl statistics and projections of future en-
rollment trends. Chapter three shifts the ,discussion to the campus level,
investigating the dimensions of current enrollment problems and describl-
ing the potentially damaging impact of declining economic resources.

The next three chapters ask a straightforward, practical question: What
can local campuses do about the twin problems of enrollment decline and .3

financial stringency? HoW should the local campus prepare for the po-
tential difficulties? Chapter four deals briefly with recruitment and ads

2 hind/writs irt the Etghtio
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missions, one of the most importantJocal campus responses. Chapter five

discusses another strategic institution41.response, student retention'. Like
recruitment, retention is an area where institutions can have real impact.

this chapter we report on the activitieS of eight liberal arts colleges

that are cutting their,attrition rates by direct action and cooperative ef-
fOrts. Chapter six explores a variety of other campus policy4Ssues. If col-

leges and universities are to prepare for enrollment difficultiesand the
1981 survey data suggest they have not done much yet then they must
confront critical decisions affecting faculty staffing, planning, and ad-

ministrative reorganization.
A cOnstant theme dominates this book: Although the trends are oMinous

and seriously threaten higher education, Campuses can plan, respond, act,
and revitalize themselves for a healthy, dynamic response to those threats.

Colleges and universities are unquestiOnably affected by demographic,
political, and financialtrends, butihey are not necessarily controlled by
those trends. This book tries tb examine the trends square-on and real-

istically; but we- move rapidly beytind that analysis to _the dynamics of
institutional responseto the actions the campuses can take to make sure

they are not merely pawns driven by environmental forces.

(49-
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Enrollment Projections

Demographic factors always hAve had_ a fairly predictable if unacknow-
ledged effect oh college and universky enrollments: Allan Comer was
among the first to assess this relationship carefully. In his last book, PhDs
and the Academic Labor Market (1976), he noted that because 97 percent
of college and university students are 18 and over,

one would think that projecting the pool of (potential co1lege'sudents1 at
least 18 years ahead would be a common and uncontroversial practice.
During the great growth period for higher education in the 1960s, however,
this was rarely done; and some of the disequilibrium factors now facing
or soon to lace higher education can be attributed to short-sightedness
(Canter 1976, p. 25).

The 1980s mark the arrival of this disequilibrium as the demographically
driven demand for higher education falls short of postsecondary educa-
tional capacity.

The Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education has de-
clared that the most dramatic feature of higher education in the next 20
years "is the prospect of declining enrollments" (1980, p. 32). A recent
Brookings Institution report observes that "although many economic forces
will bear on colleges and universities during the comirig decade, none will
have more impact than the changing demography of the U.S. population
and its effect on the demand for higher education" (Breneman and Nelson
1980, p. 232). More than 100 colleges closed in the past decade, largely
because of enrollment problems (National Center for Education Statistics
1981). Several sources estimate that another 100 to 400 private colleges
may close because of enrollment problems over the next 20 years (Behn
1979; Carnegie Foundation 1975; Ihlahfelde 1980a). Al 978 Carnegie Coun-
cil survey reveals that 22 percent of American colleges and universities
expiirienced a downward trend in full-time equivalent (FTE) enrollments
lietween 1969-70 and 1977-78 (Stoneman 1980, Table 28). More recently,
our summer 1981 National Enrollment Survey indicates that 16 percent
of American college presidents anticipate a downward trend in their in-
stitution's enrollments over the next five years.

The projection aboeut demographic problems for higher education fol-
lows three decades of unparalleled growth, fostered largely by the postwar
baby boom. Atnerican colleges and universities enrolled 3.86 million stu-
dents in 1960, 8.65 million students in 1970, and 11.66 million in 1979. ,

The greatest expansion occurred between 1955 and 1970: The number of
colleges increased by 36 percentfrom 1,886 to 2,573. Enrollments nearly
tripled during this period, up 86 percent in the private sector and nearly
fourfold in the public sector. New collegesmostly public institutions
opened at the rate of almost one per week (Firm 1978, chapter 2; Frances
I980b, pp. 6-9; U.S. General Accounting Office 1977, pp. 12-17).

The demographic Urecasts for the '80s have stimulated "a behind-the-
scenes debate in the inner circles of higher education establishment [that]
may significantly influence the way the nation's colleges and universities

4 Enrollments in the Eighties 14



prepare for the lean years ahead" (Hechinger 1980, p. C4). Several scen-

arios forecast decline. The Carnegie Council (1980, chapter 3) projects
about a 15 percent drop in FTE.enroilments between 1981 and 1996, a

loss of as many as 1.35 million FTE students. Fred Crossland, former head

of the Division of Education and Public Policy at the Ford Foundation,
anticipates a 15 percent reduction in total head-count enrollment, yet
cautions that "full time equivalent fFTE1 enrollment will probably fall
soMewhat more than 15 percent from the anticipated 1981 record high"

because "the proportion of part7time, older, non-traditional, and drop-in/
drop-out students is likely to increase" (Crossland 1980,.p. 20).

Others, however, offer more optimistic projections. Carol Frances of

the American Council on Education suggests that the academic commu-
nity's "greatest problem may not be that 'we will not be unprepared for
the [enrollment f decline, but that we will be so well prepared that we will
make it happen" (1980b, p. 71). 1p contrast to what she terms the "man-.

agement of decline" approach suggested by .Crossland and others, Frances

proposes a "strategic planning" model that could offset the anticipated
decline and perhaps yield a 3.5 percent increase in FTE,enrolltnents over

the next 15 years (see Frances I980a, pp. 42743; and I980b, pp, 40-70).
Similar optimistic forecastsbased largely on increased 'college matri-

culation and participation rateshave been offered by Howard Bowen
(1974), Leslie and Miller (1974), and the National Center for Education
Statistics (Frankel and Harrison 1977),

College enrollment projections have a dubious history. Unlike ele-
mentary and secondary school enrollments,-which are determiried largeoly

by birthrates, collegiate enrollments are also affected by other factors such

as "economic conditions, political and administrative decisions, the status
value-of a degree, and the intrinsic value of higher education" (Frankel
and Harrison 1977, p. 7).

Demographic Trends'in the Traditional College Cohort
Demographic data help to separate fact from fear, reality from uncer-
tainty. The data do not bode well forstable enroHrnents.

Birth rates. The postwar baby boom that began in 1946 finally ended in

1964. Live births rose from 2.6 millionin 1946 to a peak of 4.3 million in
1957 and dropped to a postwar low of 3 1 million in 1973. Birth rates were

fairly steady throughout the remainder of the 1970s, hovering.arourid 3.2
million annually. The drop between 1964 and 1974 represents a decline
of approximately 20 percent over just one decade. Birth ates began to

rise again in the late 1970s, although fertility rates have remained fairly
low, approximately 2.1 children per woman, which is slightly higher ihan
the postwar low of 1.9 recorded ir the late 1960s (Fishlow 1978, pp. 25-

31; U:S.j3ureau of the Census 1919).

High school graduation rates. TWo factors contributed to the dramatic
ar.nual increaes in high school diplomas awarded since 1955. First and

Enrollnieni; in ihe Eiglnies 5 .



most obvious was the growing number of children who .were, going to
school. Second was the greater proportion of the age cohort complet,in.g
high school. The national campaign to encourage youngsters to stay in
school and obtain a high school diploma yielded higher graduation rates.
The percentage of the age cohort completing high school rose from 61.3
percent (1.35 million students) in 1955 to 74.6 percent (3.16 million' stu-
dents) in 1979 (Frances 19806, Table I3A).

The decline in the size, of- the high school graduating class began in
1980 when 3.09 million students graduated from high school and will run
through 1991 when the high school graduating class will total an estimated
2.34.million students. The decline in members reflects both the demo-
graphic events of the postwar period as well as a slight decline in the
proportion Of youths completing high school. (Frances 19806, Table I3A).
This will be a 25 percent drop over 12 years, more than half of which will
occur4uring the first seven years between 1979 and 1986. After 1991, high
schOol enrollments will increase, fostered bv the first wave of children
produced by the parents of the 1950s .and 1960s baby boom (Westcrn
Interstate Commission on Higher Education 1979; .Frances 19806, Tabje
I 3A; Carnegie Council 1980).

College matriculation rates. Sinee 1965, access to higher educthion has
been a major concern of both the federal goVernment and the individual
states. However, despite the recent increases in the proportion of woMen
and minorities who enter college after graduating from high school, the
overall matriculation rate for recent high school graduates has declined
in recent years (Frances 19806; Glenny 1980 National Center for Edu-
cation Statistics 1979).

Several factors have adversely affected coll4e matriculation rates.
First and foremost has been the draft. The end of military conscription in
1973 also meant the end to the need for young men to attend college siinPly
to obtain a student deferment; thus, the percentage of men 18 to 21 en-
rolled as undergraduates dropped from 45 percent in 1969 to 35 percent
in 1977 (Carnegie Council 1980,Figure 9).

The perceived "excess" supPly of young "baby-boom" workerS and a
fear of a "surplus" of college graduates entering the labor market may
have encouraged many high school graduates, particularly young men, to
pursue vocational training rather than a College degree. Other factors
affecting matriculation -rates include the increasing costs of college and-
the liberalized admissions/readMissionS policies .that encourageor at
least do not penalizeshort-term "Stopping-out." Additionally, many su-
dents have shifted to part-time attendance and more frequent interrup-
tions in their college career (Carnegie Foundation 1975).

Racial/ethnic difTerences. There is no doubt that racial and ethnic differ-
ences, proniinent in the past, will be important in the future.. First and
foremost is the issue of numbers. The actual number of minority youths
(blacks, Hispanics, American Indians) in the '18- to 24-year-old age cohort

6 Enrollments in the Eighties
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will change little between 1980 and 1996, hovering around five million
persons. However, the minority proportion of this age group will increase
26.8 percent over this I6-year period', up from 15.3 percent of the popu-
lation cohort in 1980 to 19.4 percent in 1996 (Henderson 1977; Breneman
and Nelson 1980).

General population statistics also mask important racial/ethnic group
differences. Among recent high school graduates, minorities are less likely

to enroll in college than are Whites. Astin (1982) yeports college matri-
culation rates for recent high school graduates to be about 30 percent for
Indians; 40 percent for blacks, 'Chicanos, and Paerto Ricans; and approx-
imatley 46 percent for whites. Minority students are also much more likely

to drop out of college once enrolled. According to the 1972 National Lon-
gitudinal Study, the four-year graduation rate for whites who' entered
college in 1972 was 34 percent compared to 24 percent for blacks, 16
percent for American Indians, and 13 percent for Hispanics (Eckland and
Wisenbaker 1979). Undergraduate degree completion rates beyond the
traditional four-year span also vary by racial/ethnic group. Over a period
of nine years, roughly 56 percent of the white freshmen eventually earn a
baccalaureate degree compared to roughly 40 percent for blacks and Chi-
canos, 30 percent for American Indians, and 45 percent for Puerto Ricans
(Astin 1982; Commission on the Higher Education of Minorities 1982).

Nontraditional Students
A number of observers note that "nontaditionalclients" (e.g., adult learn-
ers. rcturning women, part-time students), could 'be a major source of
enrollment for higher education over, the next 25 years. These students
currently account for about 25 percent of FTE enrollments (Frances 198013),

Many institutions hope to tap this growing market segment. Yet, is this
a realistic expectation?

Adult learners. Campus-based adult learners, particularly adult wOmen,
have been a major growth industry in higher education over the past 10
'years. Adult learners are aware of the importance of educational creden-
tials in the labor market and have been spurred on by federal and state
programs intended to promote lifelong learning. The adult presence on
the college campus is now greater than at any time since the years im-
mediately following World War II. Nationwide, the proportion 'of college
students age 25 and older has risen from 29.2 percent in 1973 to 34.7
percent in 1978, an increase of approximately, 1.25 million campus-based
adult learners (Frances 19706, Table 2).*

Even with continued growth, however, it seems unlikely that adult
learners will provide an adequate enrollment substitute for the traditional
18- to 22-year-old undergraduate. First, adults are far more likely to be

*These figures would be even higher if they included 22- to 24-year-olds. For a
discussion of the various definitions of adult learners, see Solmon and Gordon
(1981).

1.7
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Figure 1: College Enrollments and Enrollment Projections, 1974-2000
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part-time rather than full-time students. Only 33 percent of adult students
aged 24 to 35 attend full time; the figure drops to 15 percent for adults
over 35; this compares with 66 percent for students aged 18 to 22 (Frances
1 980b). Furthermore, because education often conflicts with family and
work responsililities, adults are more likely to stop in and stop out, fitting
courses between other-commitments (Solmon and Gordon 1981).

Lyman Glenny (1980) identifies five factors that, taken together, sug-
gest that new adult learners will not cOmpensate fOr the loss of traditional
college students. First, -nondegree education and training in business, in-
dustry, and government is already a sizable portion of the nation's post-
secondary educational activity and will continue togrow.Industry programs
tailored to the needs of both'employee and employer are often several
years ahead of classroom curricula. Second, instruction by video, coupled
with the academic commUnity's failure to capitalize on new instructional
media, will compete with moretraditional, campus-based programs. Third,
some adults may be less inclined 'to pursue a degree because they feel the
value of the bacealaureatc has decreased. Fourth, the declining interest
in.,college among males may reduce the participation rates of adult men.
And finally, "lifelong learning" will incorporate such a range of courses
and activities that few institutions will be able to compete in "this broad,
open field of educational opportunities" (Glenny 1980, pp. 376-77).

Adult enrollments would have to increase signifieantly beyond current
levels to offset projected enrollment declines. Using the 1979-82 years as
a baseline for peak enrollments, the Carnegie Council projects a 15 percept
decline in FTE enrollments between 1983 and 1996 (a conServative pro-
jection by some estimates), a loss or 1,35 million FTE sttidents.(Carnegie
Council 1980, chapter 3). The Carnegie Council estimates that 40 percent
of this decline will ot:cur bY 1989, a drop Of approximately 540,000 FTE
students. If adults were to replaCe only one.third of the students lost
because of demographic shifts, a substitution ratio of five "nontraditional"
adults to one "traditional" student (Cartter 1976) would require an in-
crease of 900,000 nontraditional students by 1989 and 2.25 million by
1995. A more generous 3:1 substitution ratio (the standard ratio employed
to calculate FTEs from part-timeenrollments) would require more than
540,000 adults by 1989 and 1.35 million new adult learners by 1996. Even
the generous .56 adults to 1 traditional student replacement figure pro-
posed by Frances (1980b, pp. 57-63) still requires a significant increase
in adult enrollments oVer the next two decades, approximately 320,000
adults by 1989 and more than 800,000 by 1996.

Part-time students.'Several observers believe that continued increase in
part-time enrollments, both undergraduate and graduate, could help offset
some of the decline forecast for the next 20 years. In the laSt decade, part-
time enrollments grew faster than full-time enrollments. Part-time un-
dergraduates now account for nearly 20 percent of total undergraduate
FIT enrollment, up from II percent in 1970 (National Center fdr Edu-
cation Statistics 1981, Table 3.9).

8 Enrollments in the Eighties
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Figure 2: National and Regional Patterns of Projected Public High School Graduates, 1979-95
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Part-time enrollment, to be sure, has long been part of American higher

education. Prior to the recent surge in adult enrollments, campus-based
adult programs usually catered to the educational needs and occupational

interests of part-time evening students. The factorS that stimulated the
general Postwar growth of enrollments have also contributed to the in:.

crease in part-time enrollmentsthe rapid growth of metropolitan, open-
access, public institutions; a greater emphasis on educational credentials

in .the labor force; and the recent expansion of federal and state financial

ain`prOgrarris that provide some assistance to part-time students.
However, part-time enrollments are unlikely to compensate for much

of the future enrollment decline. The very same factor that will reduce
full-time.enrolltnent will reduce part-timers, namely the decline of college-

age students in the population. Full-time and part-time students are drawn

from the same pool of potential matriculants, particularly in public in-
stitutions. The 18- to, 22-year-old potential part..time student is also a
potential full-time student. Any future increase in part-time enrollments
probably will occur at the expense of potential !nil-time enrollments.

College Enrollment Projections
Allan Canter's demographically derived forecasts for the i:rash of the

ademic labor market contributed to the academic community's awareness

of the link, ,b,emeen- demographic trends .40-enrolltila tt er 1965,

1971,1976). Carol Shulman hasnbSiNVeliihat enrollment proiLtions "vary
greatly because the analyst build into their forecasts differing visions of

how higher education can and'should develop and because their visions

are linked to special assumptions about the future of the American econ .

aimy and its relationship to higher education" (Schulman 1976, p. 13).

Projection tin:thuds range from the simpk to the complex. The:National
Centel' for Edueation Statistics (1976) has used constant growth rate mea-

sures to forecast enrollments, generally ignoring external variables such

as financial aid policies and economic factors. The Carnegie Foundation

(1975) and the Carnegie Council (1980) have included enrollment trends

as well as external factors in their projections. Several analysts focus on

the economic incentives for college attendance, and they suggest that
in addition to demographic factorsa declining job market and a lower

"economic rate of return" on a college education helps cause enrollment

decline (O'Toole 1977; .Dresch 1975). Others such as Howard Bowen (1974)

and Leslie and Miller (1974) look beyond the traditional role of college
and economie perspectives on higher education, suggesting that postsec.

ondary institutions could play a much broader role in American, society,

thus contri6uting to increased enrollments.
These factors and others are reflected in the enrollment projections.

offered-by a number of analysts (Figure The forecasts range from the

overly optimistic, to the extremely pessimistic. Some are already dated

and others seem extreme.

Undergraduate enrollments. Undergraduate enrollments are the segment

1 9
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of higher education most directly affeeted by demographic trends. In fall

1980, 91 Percent of all Orst-time, full-time college freshmen were eitheu.

18 or 19 years old (Astin, King, and Richardson 1981). The 18 to 24 age

cohort comprises 80 percent of all undergraduate enrollment (Stadtman

1980; Carnegie Council 1980).

Graduate education. Few.observers have said ipuch recently about grad-

uate enrollment prospects, perhaps reflecting a silent consensus that the

recent'problems in the academic labor market will worsen and contribute

to further enrollment decline. Yet the Carnegie Council (1980) anticipates

stable enrollment or only slight declines in graduate 'education over the

next 20 years. This optimism is based on the shift in graduate education

from academic apprenticeships to professional training. The counCil stat'cs

that:

too much has been made ottoo little , . We have heard mostly about

the less than 10 percent of graduate work that is in deep trouble (the
academic Ph.D.) and less about the other more than 90 percent that has

been moving along unimpaired Or has even prospered (Carnegie Council

1980, p. 48).

Although the decline of the academic ji.)13 market affects graduate en-

rollments, this has been field specific rather than generalized. Some dis-
ciplines have found favor in industry and government (e.g., economics),

and others, such as'computer science and engineering, continue to expe-

rience high demand. Too, humanists have found outlets for their skiffs

and talents in the private sector (see Solmon et al. 1981). Graduate edu-

cation probably will be very volatile during the next 20 years, especially

within degree levels arid across disciplines; but this volatility will not
necessarily mean lower enrollments (Carnegie Council 1980).

Regional impacts. The aggregated demographic data also hide important

regional difkrences. The 1980 Census shows the continued growth of the

Sunbelt states at the expense of the urban Northeast and Midwest. The

Western Interstate Commission on Higher Education (1979) nores that

there will be significant regional differences in the decline in the number

of high school graduates between 1979 and 1995, The northeast and north-

central regions will suffer the greatest decline, and the southern and west.

ern states will, experience the least. Yet even the regional data mask some

important state difkrences: the pattern of prolected high school graduates

in the westt.:rn states is strongly affected by a 30 percent decline in the

number of high school graduates in California (Figure 2).
Several observers have identified those states in which higher educa-

tion will be most adversely affected by the demographic events of the next

20 years (see Carnegie Council' 1980; Centra 1980; Crossland 1980; Hen-

derson 1977). For example, Crossland identifies 13 northern states from

Massachusetts to Minnesota in which the public high school graduating

.
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class is expected to decline anywhere from 30 to 49 percent. Crossland
observed that because higher edocation in these states "represents a sub.,

stantial proportion-of the total national effort f42.4 percent of all insti-
tutions] what happens [in these states] will cause widespread psychorogical,
econtimic and political ripples across the country" (1980, p. 21). State
enrollment trends are also affected by student migration. A 1977 American

Council on Education.report sUggests that the immigration of out-et-state-
students will help offset the population decline in 33 states (Henderson

1977).
c

The Carnegie Cguncil has been specific about the individual states,
categorizing them according to their- enrollment problems. Six frostbelt
states are forecast to have much worse than average entrollment problems

over the neit 15 years; Alaska 'plus six 'sunbelt states are expected to fare
much better than the national average (see Table I).

Ingtitutional impacts. Analysts also agree that the "enrollment crisis" of
the 1980s will have differential impacts on institutions. Some campuses
will experience no decline and may even report some increase in enroll-

ment; others will be severely hurt by the demographic events of the 1980s.
Observers agree that two types of institutions will be most adversety

affected by enfollment problejns in the 1980s; small, private liberal arts

colleges and private two-year colleges (Carnegie Council 1980; MayheW

1979). Mayhew also identifies other types of institutions that will expe-
rience problemsi "middle level, privatt urban universities and perhaps a

few of the more remote state colleges located in regions experiencing sharp
enrollment declines" (Mayhew 1979, p. 4). The least vulnerable institu-
tions seem to be at the opposite poles of the prestige ladder: the research
universities and the selective liberal arts colleges at one end and the public

two-year institutions at the other end. Comprehensive and doctoral-grant-
ing institutions-should have enrollment patterns somewhat between the

extremes of uniyersities and private two-year colleges. The yast majority

.of the vulnerable institutions are private colleges.According to the Car-
negie Council, "only about 10 of the over 700 institutions in the most
Tulnerable categories are public" (1980, p. 61).

Private institutions are more vulnerable to enrollment problems than
their public-sector counterparts for a number of reasons. These institu-
tions, particularly the less selective liberal artS and two-year colleges, arc
concentrated in the frostbelt states that will experience severe drops in

the 18 to 24 age cohort over the nexi 15 years. These institutions also have

been hard hit by the high inflation of recent years. In many instances
.short-term savings gained by deferred.plant maintenance, retrenchment,

and low faculty salaries will have long-term consequences (see Bowen and

Minter 1977). Changing federal and state financial aid policies, particu-
larly changes in theGuaranteed Student Loan program, will further erode

the ability of these institutions to recruit middle-income students.
The mid-level public institutions, many Of them former teacher col.

leges, also may experience enrollment problems. They had some difficul-
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- Table 1: Projected State Enrollment Trends, 1980-1995
(trend relative to national average)

Degree of Enrollment Decline
Much Better
Than Average

Better
Than Average Average

Worse
Than Average

Much Worse .

Clan Avei.age

Alaska Arkansas Alabama Delaware Connecticut
Arizona Colorado-, California fllinois Iowa
Florida Georgia Kansas Indiana Minnesota
Idaho Hawaii , Kentucky Maryland New York
Nevada Louisiana ',Maine Massachuset ts Ohio
Texas Oklahoma Mississippi Michigan Pennsylvania
Utah Oregon MUntana Missouri

New Hampshire Netinkska New Jersey
New Mexico North Carolina North Dakota
South Carolina, Te.nnessee RhOde Island
Virginia Washington South Dakota
Wyoming West 'Virginia Vermont

. Wisconsin

Massachuset ts is projected as Worse than average in the public sector and about average lor the prk ate sector.
. Source: Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education 1980, Figure 13.



ties during the brief enrollment downturn of the early 1970s, "and that

experience sets ihe stage for even morcdrastic change in the next fifteen

years" (Glenny 1980, p. 375). They probably will have ,to compete with

two-year institutions, although they arcsomewhat less prepared than the

community colleges to serve students interested in short-term, technical/

=vocational training.
The,nation's elite institutions, whether research universities or highly

selective libegil arts colleges, will be least harmed by the dermigraphic-

events of the ncxt 15 years. They should continue to enjoy national visi-

bility and commtitive applicant pools (Mayhew 1979; Crossland 1980;

Gienny 1980; Henderson 1977).

Summaiy
The changing demography of the American populace, particularly among.

young Americans, will have a profound impact on higher education througff

the 1980s and into the 1990s. The 25 percent-di5cline in the traditional 18

to 22 college-aged population, dramatic changes in the racial/ethnic corn-
.;

position, and regional shifts will affect all but a small number of the

'colleges add universities. The privite, less selective, liberal ark collegeS

.will be most adversdy affected. Research universities and selective liberal

arts colleges should feel little impact. Colleges in .the Northeast and Mid-

west will experience more difficulties than-their counterparts in the South

and West. And thert!is a small bit of good newsrEnrollments should begin

to rise towards the end of the century as the children of the postwar baby

,boom begin to arrive on college campuses.
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Institutional Concerns

The past 30 years have been marked by a continuing state of self-pro-
claimed crisis in American higher education. The themes of the "once and
future crisis" (Finn 1978) are all too familiar: too much, Slowed, and finally
no growth; minority participation; liberal education versus student vo-.
cationalism; accountabilhy; faculty unionization; retrenchment; and in-
flation. Yet American higher education has been surprisingly resilient,
surviving and thriving in the midst of self-proclaimed adversity. Despite
ominous projections, enrollments in most institutions have yet to actually
decline.

This chapter examines three issues: (1) how campus presidents view
their institution's ability to weather the expected tough times ahead, (2) the
dimensions d the enrollment problem for individual campuses, and
(3) institutional finances in lieu of the anticipated cuts in government
support. Although only a small proportion of campuses have yet to ex-
perience declining entollment, the decline in economic resources already
has placed a severe strain on some campus budgets. The combination of
financial exigency and shifting enrollment patterns threatens to provoke
a very real crisis at many institutions.

The Views of Campus Presidents
The results of the 1981 National,Enrollment Survey teveal that the ma-
jority of college presidents are somewhat concerned about enrollments
but are also generally optimistic about thent institution's enrollment pros-
pects. Presidents of public colleges are more likely to anticipate increased
enrollments than their counterparts in 'the private sector. Presidents of
'public two-year institutions are clearly the most optimistic about future
enrollments: Less than half express concern about the future and nearly
60 percent anticipate that their college's enrollment will increase by more
than 6 percent by 1986 (Table 2).

Although presidents arc generally optimistic about enrollments, they
are less sanguine about finances (see Table 2). More presidents anticipate
fair or poor financial prospects (26 percent) than anticipate enrollment
decline (16 percent). Interestingly, a larger proportion of public college
presidents than private college presidents report fair or poor financial
prospects, perhaps reflecting their concern about reduced state support
for higher education. Presidents of private researchItiniversities are the
most optimistic about institutional finances, followed by the presidents
of private four-year coltOes. Although the optimism of the former group
may be warranted since their institutions.are generally elite and wealthy,
the optimism of the four-year college presidents seems inappropriate. Most
analysts believe that four-yeavolleges will be the most affected by the
demographic events of the 1980s.

The survey data suggest t t many college presidents seeny to have alit
"last surviyor" mentality ab enrollment problems. They atiparently
believe that their institutions 'will be immune to .the troubles caused by
the demographic trends of the 1980s. The data in Table 2 imply that
presidents are more sensitive to financial issues than enrollment concerns,

. . ,.
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Figure 3: Trends in Freshman Admissions:1975-80
(percentage change as reported by admissions directors)
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Table 2: Presidential Perspectives-on Enrollments and Finances, by Institutional Type

Public
-- Universities

Public -
4-Year
Colleges-

Pviblic
2-Year
Colleges

Private
Universit ies

Private
4-Year
Colleges

Private
2-Year
Colleges

All
Institutions

Concemed about enwllonents 53% 56% 484 68f.'4 78% 60%
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Increase over 15 percent 6 6 9. 0 6 0
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perhaps reflecting presidential preoccupation with the current problems
of inflation and budget reductions rather than the unknown consequences
of future enrollment difficulties.

How Serious Are Campus Enrollment Problems?
Most institutions.have not experienced enrollment problems thus far. In-
deed, the slow but steady growth of collegiate enrollments over the past

five-yedis belies pi ophecies ofdeLli le . However, wary of sui Ere ilthe-gri
demographic data and frightened by their own brief experience with en-
rollment problems in the mid-1970s, many administrators are now de-
veloping plans to bolster enrollment. Most institutional plans stress re-
cruitment, although a growing number of colleges areturning to retention
as a strategy to deal with enrollment difficulties (Stadtman 19t30).

Recruitment. The most direct and obvious way to maintain enrollments
is to recruit more students. Not surprisingly, this course has been adopted
by 62 percent,Of the country's institutions (Stadtman 1980). Although the
enrollment crunch is not foreeast to begin until 1982-83, the past decade
has been marked by institutional efforts to upgrade and expand recruit-
ment activities. Between 1969 and-1976, the typical private college in-
creased its recruitment staff by 42 percent (Bowen and Minter 1977).
Admissions directois report major incrcasc in recruiting budgets, staff
se, travel, marketing research, and faculty involvement in recruitment
activities between 197.5 and '1980. Private institutions were more likely to
report increased and/or upgraded efforts than public institutions (1981
National Enrollment Survey)!

At least .fotir factors helped raise enrollments in the late 1970s: in-
creased numbers'of high school graduates, enhanced institutional recruit-
ment activities, enlarged government aid programs, and expanded
enrollments of nontraditional students. The majority of admissions di-
rectors in all sectors report steady increases in freshman applications,
admissions offers, and enrollments between 1975 and 1980 (Figure 3).
Furthermore, our data show't.ie majority of institutions also report stable
or increased enrollments of transfer students and graduate students.

Despite increases:soft spots ate evident. High school seniors are now,
more likely to make multiple applications than were students 10 years
ago (Green'and King 1981). More applications for each full-time student,
plus the growing number of gipplications frorn part-timers, account for
much of the reported increases in undergraduate applications.

There iS also the question of quality: Have the nation's colleies and
universities lowered admissions requirements to maintain enrollments?
The declining SAT scores of entering freshmen are most often cited to
Support this contention. However, the relationship betWeen SAT scores
and student ability has often been questioned. s(See, for example, Astirt
198,2). Does the SAT assess student ability or student achievement? If the
scores measure competence, then many college presidents will agree that
students do not possess the verbal and mathematicarskills they once did.
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In our survey, nearly 60 percent of the presidents agreed that high school
preparatian has declined among their entering students. One noticeable
exception were presidents at private universities. Only 18 percent in this
category agreed. Since these institutions have traditionally enrolled the
strongest students and have enjoyed a wide range of selection, the absence
of a decline is not surprising.

Although SAT scores and academic skills of entering .students have
declined, their high school grades have not. In 1968, ent'ering students
with C averages outnumbered students with A averages by better than
two to one (32 percent versus 12 percent). By 1981, however, the per-
centage of students with A averageg outnumbered students with C aver-
ages, 21 percent and' 19 percent, respectively. Given the decline in test
scores during this period as well as the growing concern about student
skills in such areas as composition, mathematics, and foreign languages,
feW would cite rising grade averages as evidence that students know more
or perform .better that their countei`parts of a decade ago (Astin, 'King,
and Richardson 1981).

Declining test scores and rising grades aside, the vast majority of ad-
missions directors report that their institution has not dipped lower into
high school ranks to maintain enrollments (Table 3). Indeed, more insti-
tutions report a rise than a drop in the high school rank of entering stu-
dents.

Research over a. longer time period does show some decline in student
quality but only -at certain tSrpes of institutions. According to Astin's con-
tinuing study of American college freshmen, there was a five percent over-'
all decline. iri the percentage of full-time freshmen- selected from the top
one-quarter of their high schoOl class from 1968 to 1978 (from 51 to 46
percent). Most of the drop occurrtid among public and private four-year
colleges (Astin, King, and Richardson 1978).

Retention. Stable enrollments ultimately depend on the retention of cur-
rently enrolled students as Well as the steady inflow of new students:
Presidents of institutions where enrollments have dropped in the past
decade cite declining retention rates as the most important factor con-
tributing to reduced enrollments (Stadtman 1980, Table 39). Indeed, for
many institutions "retention may be the key issue in enrollment planning,"
particularly when such efforts focus on the nonacademic Causes of attrition
(Mingle and Norris 1981b, p. 53).

An enormous number of college students become college dropouts.
Roughly half of all students in four-year colleges never graduate from,the
college they enter as freshmen; approximately 30 percent never graduate
from any college. In two-year institutions, the attrition rate is signifjcant ly.
higher: ApproxiiCitely, 80 percenlof the entering students who hope even-
tually to earn a bachelor's degree-never do; 60 percent of these students
never even attain an associate's degree (Astin 1975; Beal and Noel 1980;
Breneman and Nelson, 1981; Lenning, Sauer, and Beal I980a; Pantages
and Creedon 1978).
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- Table 3: Changes in the High School Rank of Entering Freshman Class,
by-Institutional Type, 1975-1980

Type of
Institution 'Increc,sed Same Decreased

All Insiinaions
co

12%, 8 1 rh 7Ch.

Public hisliunif.ms
Universities 13 87 0
Comprehensive Colleges 12 79 9

Two-Year Colleges 4 91 4

Prityue /lige/idiom
Universities 14 86 0 .

Comprehensive Colleges 21 70 ., 9

Selective Liberal .

Arts Colleges 7 90 3

Liberal .Arts Colleges 21 68 11

70 10Two-YeaUr Wi:s

Source: 1981 National Enrollment Study

.

The research identifies many student characteristics that contribute

to attrition. Attrition is largely a "freshman problem"; freshmen comprise
approximately 60 percent of the attrition .problem in a typical collcge.
Commuter students have higher atteition.rates than students who live on

or around the college campus. Women are less likely to complete college
than men, minority students have higher attrition rates. than Whites, and
low-income students are more likely to leave college. Students who have

not selected a major.or a career are also attrition-prone, as are students
who are not involved in the s'ocial aspects of campus life (Ast in 1975, 1977,

1982.; Pantages and Creedon 1978; Chickering 1974).

Institutional attributes also affect retention. Students in private col-
leges are more likely to complete a college degree than students in public
colleges: And students in two-year institutions arc tilt, least *likely to staY

in college and earn a degree, including an associate's degree. (For a dis-

cussion, of these and other characteristics of attrition-prone students, see
Astin 1975, 1977, 1982; Chickering 1974; Vantages and Creedon 1978).

Institutional Finances
Demographic events in the 1980s and 1990s will fbrthee aggravate, the

existing financial problems of many colleges. Yet demography is only one

isSue that wilt affect institutional finances in the coming years.
What distinguishes the financial problems of the 1980s, from prior

periods of financial,exigency is that these problems will occur concurrently
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with an enrollment downturn. During previous financial difficultiessuch
as the "New Depression" years (Cheit 1971), institutions could generally
rely on increases in enrollment-driven revenues regardless of shifts in
government programs and funding priorities. The 1980s may mean a real
financial depression brought about by the devastating combination of
enroltmentdeclines and real redUctions in state and federal support.

Institutional resources. One obvious and direct consequence of declining .

enrollments is reduced-tuition-and ancillary fee revenues for already ha rd-
pressed operating budgets. Jenny (1976) observes that enrollment is a
primary indicator of financial health and that "relatively small enrollment
decreases can produce large revenue reductions (p. 91).

°However, other factors also affect inStitutional financial fortunes. Gov-
ernment policies affect enrollment demand and_ tuition revenues (via fi-
nancial aid programs) as well as operating costs (via regulation). High
interest rates and energy costs drain funds that might otherwise be spent
for educa t iona I resources see--11b-We

In recent years both public and private sectors have levi .d sizable
annual tuition increases to raise additional revenue. In the pu lic sector,

tit -over-the-pas
somewhat less than inflation. In the private sector, where tuitio accounts
for nearly two-thirds of instructional revenues, tuition charges increased
115 percent between 1971 and 1981, or slightly above inflatiorr("College
Costs" 1981; National Center for Education Statistics 1980; Stampen 1980).

Yet increased tuition will not, provide either private or public insti-
tutions all the additional revenue needed to compensate for the, real rev-
enue lost due to inflation and/or declining enrollinents. All inStitutions
experience some degree of price elasticity and shifts' in their student mar-
ket, i.e. a disproportionate drop in demand triggered by increased tuition
(Weathersley and Jackson 1975). For colleges and universities, this creates
a unique form of the "trickle down": the movement of students fr rn costly
(private) institutions to less expensive (public) colleges,accompanied by
some movement down the academic pecking order from universities, to
public four- and two-year colleges.

Nor will tuition increases compensate for the state subsidies no longer
available to public institutions because of current revenue shortfalls and
pressure to reduce taxes (Caruthers and Or*ig 1979). 'Public institutions
in the industrial.states of the North and Midwest haVe been particularly
hard hit by the financial difficulties of the industries that dominate these
regions (e:g., autornobiles in Michigan). Institutional financesand fu-
turesWill be significantly affected by the success or failure of the post-
secondary community to claim a steady share of what seems likely to be
a declining pool of public resources available for social Programs.

Federal polick. The postwar period has witnessed a major change in the
federal role in higher education. The federal government has evolved from
a consumer of university research to an underwriter of students, especially
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by promoting expanded access to higher education (Green 1982). Federal

funds currently account for approximately 17 percent of all expenditures

for higher education. Academic research was less of a federal priority in

the late.1970s than during the period following Sputnik and currentlY

tiecuunts for abOitt 28 percent of annual-federal expenditures on higher.

education (Carnegie CoUncil 1980; Carlson 1978). .

Prior to the 1980 presidential election, much of the discussion about

----. The. -einiseAuences of enrol1menis.assurn hat federal' funding

for higher education wotkld remain stable. Despite the Carter
!ration's recommended cuts in its last revised budget proposals for fiscal

1982, few observers Were prepared for the far-ranging budget cuts pr'o-

posed by"the Reagan Administrthion in January 1981. Indeed, previous

indicators suggested either a stable or growing federal role. For example,

the 1978 Middle InCome 'Student Assistance Act expanded federal pro-

grams by extending Pell Grant and Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) pro-

gram benefits to upper-income families (see related discussion in Breneman

1981, pp. 21-24). Between fall 1978 and fall 1980 the proportion of college

freshmen participating in the GSL program shot up to 21 percent, and

the'proportion receiving Fell Grants.rose to 35 percent. These increases

reflected the large number of middle-income students who received aid

under the broadened eligibility requirements established by Congress-in

1978 (Astin, King, and Richardson 1981; Green and King 1980..

In 1981, however, the Reagan Administration began to implement budget

cuts that would sharply ri:duce the benefits of the Middle Income Student

Assistance"Act, halve the appropriations for the National Endowment for

the Arts and National Endowment 'for the Humanities, and severely cut

federal funding forsocial science research (see Finn 1981). Institutions

have survived shifting federal program priorities in the past, for example,

the transition from research and graduate funding to undergraduate aid

between 1965 and 1474. But never before have institutions confronted

program-shifts and budget cuts as.deep as those proposed by the Reagan

Administration and accepted by the Congress in. July 1981. Moreover,

program cuts in financial aid, unlike cuts in research, will have direct

impact on enrollments and tuition revenues.
The Reagan cuts will affect virtually all institutions in one way or

another. In fall 1981, prior to the first Reagan budget, some institutions

already were reporting enrollment uncertainties attributed to the confu-

sion about federal aid cuts. Admissions directors responding to our 1981

National Enrollment Survey were particularly pessimistic about financial

cuts (Figure 4). They predicted that reduction in the Pell Grant program

will have a severe impact on 2.8 percent of public institutions and 51

percent of private institutions; cuts and changes in the Guaranteed Stu-

dent Loan program will have an adverse effect on enrolintents in 22 percent

of public colleges and 70.percent of private colleges; and reductions in

state aid programs will reduce enrollments in 20 percent of public insti-

tutions and 62 percent.of private colleges. These federal budget cuts will

mean that low-income students get less aid; that many middle-income
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Figure 4: Anticipated Impact of Cuts ituFinancial Aid Programs on Enrollment
(Percentage of admissions directors indicating severe impact)
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students may get no aid; and that enrollments will fall in many institutions

as students seek to reduce their College costs by enrolling part-time, living

at home, or selei:ting less expensive colleges.

State policies. Reductions in state support will have a major impact on
the future of public higher education. Enrollment problems in the private

sector will also be further aggravated by the pending cuts in many state

aid programs, since many 'are more helpful to students in independent
institutions (Finn 1978).

Federal appropriations for higher education provide financial assis-

tance for students in all types of institutions. By contrast, state 'appro-
priations primarily support public institutions. Mortimer and Tiernev

suggest that;

public institutions are placed in double jeopardy in the anticipated decline

in enrollmems. The direct impact of such a -decline would appear imme-
diately in tuition and lee revenues. The indirect impact would occur in

revenues derived from state appropriations, especially in those states em-

ploying enrollment driven limding liffmulas (19.79, P. 19).

Moreover, recent events identify a third threat to the linancial health

of public institutions: budget cuts and midyear recisions. Tax revenue
shortfalls have caused extensive budget cuts and midyear recisions in
several states. For example, in California the fiscal 1978 expenditures for

public higher education declined in the wake of popular support for Prop-

osition 13. Three years later Governor Jerry. Brown ordered a 2 percent

emergency midyear cut in the state's fiscal 1982 budget. In October 1981,

the University of California system was informed of a $20 million cut in

its 1981-82 budget; the 19-campus California State University system was

told to cut $22 .million from its 1981-82 budget. Furthermore, the Uni-

versity of California may face another $50 million in cuts for 1982-83
(Trounson 1981). Midyear recisions have also occurred in Kentucky, Mas-

sachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Oregon, and Washington (see

Magarrell 1981; Scully 1981: Wehrwein 1981).

State financial aid, programs wH1 have a significant impact on the

financial fortunes of many instittitions, particularly in the private sector.
State aid expenditures are small hi comparison to federal outlays. States

contribute approximately 7 percent of all student aid funds, compared
'With approximately 80 percent from the federal government (Carnegie
Council 1980, Table A-6), Yet the scope of state programs nearly doubled
between 1973.,and 1978, in part because of the State Student Incentive

Grant 1SSIG) program, which provided federal challenge grants to the

individual states to expand their own student aid efforts (U.S. Offiee of

Education 1979, pp. 253-55).
Many.state aid programs provide a subsidy to private institutions (Finn

1978; Jonsen 1981). In the early years more than 50 percent of state funds

were awarded to students in private institutions (Hartman 1978, p. 252).
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Although most states have since modified their aid programs to include
students in all institutions, state aid is particularly important to students
in,the private sector. It often provides the additional money to help reduce
the tuition gap between public and private institutions. In the 1981 Na-
tional Enrollment Survey, nearly 60 percent of the adinissions directors
in private four-year colleges and universities indicated that cuts in state
student aid program4 would have a severe impact on their enrollment
compared with less than 30 percent of admissions directors in public four-.
year colleges and universities (see Fig. 4). Public institutions could
actually benefit, from' cuts in state aid programs if students opt for less
expensive public colleges.

Summary
Although the enrollment,crunch of the 1980s is not forecast, to begin until
1982-83, the past decade has already witnessed institutional efforts to
deal with the consequences of slowed growth and high inflation. Renewed
emphasis on recruitment and student retention is the clearest sign of these
efforts. In contrast to previous crisis periods in higher education there will
be double jeopardy this time: The enrollment difficulties will coincide
with financial shortfalls during an era of reduced government support for
higher education. Taken 'together, these factors pose a major challenge to
the health and vitality of American higher education.
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Points of Leverage: Recruitment andlAdmissions

The previous sections reviewed national trends affecting enrollments and

finances. The next three chapters address institutional response options.
The critical issue is leverage: What can individual colleges do to control

the situation? How. can they build enrollments? 'How can they prevent
students from dropping out? How shall they restructure institutional pol-
icies and practices to respond to the challenges of the 1980s?

This chapter examines the points of leverage in admission and re-
cruitment. Chapter five focuses on student retention, one of the most im-
portant opportunities for creative response. Finally, chapter six explores
other important policy issues that must be addressed in order to meet the

coming challenges in staffing, planning, and retrenchment. All three chap-

ters concentrate on the individual campus and its points of leverage.

Enrollment Management: Avoiding the Quick Fix
Some inst itutions at tempt to resolve enrollment problems with short-term
"quick-fix" solutions such as flashy publications, media blitzes, and mar-

keting workshops. In some cases, theylmay hire an advertising agency or'

marketing firm specializing in student recruitment. The common response

is to view any enrollment problem as an abbeyation rather than a sign of
a.changing relationship between the institution and its potential pool of

new students.
Carried to an extreme, the "hard sell" can approach the ridiculous.

Kotler (1976) cites the example of a public university that attempted to
attract attention to itself by planning to release;balloons filled with schol-
arship offers. Not only are such ill-conceived efforts unlikely to produte

many new applications, but, by making the institution seem foolish, they

may be counterproductive. Additionally, they may undermine relations
with feeder schools and neighboting institutions.

Instead of the quick-fix we want to stress integrated "enroklment man-
agement." Effective enrollment management encompasses much more

than super-selling. It involves a host of functions that cross divisional lines,
including clarification of institutional purpose. program development,

marketing and recruitment, financial aid, orientation programs,.and re-
tention. Kreutner and Godfrey (1980) view enrollment management as
both a concept and a process. As a concept, enrollment management im-

plies an assertive approach to ensure the steady supply of qualified new
students needed to maintain institutional vitalit y. As a process, enrollment

management helps institutions (1) develop a keener awareness of their
purpose and character in relation to the st,udent niarketplace. (2) improve
ties to prospective client' groups, and (3) attract.students into and through

the institution.

Organizational issues. Since enrollment management is the antithesisof

a quick-fix approach, it involves more than simply giving increased at-

tention to the offices traditionally concerned with student recruitment.
There is a need to integrate enrollment management into everyday aca-

demic and administrative decision making. Means of doing so range from
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broad-based cornrnittees to majpr organizational restructuring (see Fram
1975; Caren and Kemerer 1979; Huddleston 1980; Kreutner and Godfrey
1980). Caren and Kemerer, for example, assert that offices concerned with
enrollment--admissions, orientation, financial aid, advising and career
development, institutional research, long-range planningshould be
grouped together in one unit tinder a vice president responsible for insti-
tutional advancement. (A detailed discussion of this and other integrative
models can be found in Kemerer, Baldridge, and Green 1982.)

Admissions directors report that a considerable amount of adminis-
trative restructuring is currently underway. Thirty percent now'report to
4 different office from the one responsible for admissions five years ago
(1981 National Enrollment Survey). Restructuring is most evident among
private universities (50 percent), private two-year colleges (50 percent),
and public four-year instittitions (41 percent). It is least evident at public
two-year institutions (16 percent). Almost all the reshuffling involves mov-
ing recruiting and admissions from acadcmic affairs to either the president
or the vice president for student affairs. The fact that considerable re-
alignment of the admissions office has already occurred suggests that
many administrators are struggling to shore up a deterioratintenrollment
situation.

Enrollment information systems. Our case studies demonstrate that suc-
cessful enrollment management entails developing and using a campus-
based "enrollment information system" (see Kemerer 1981; Kemerer,
Baldridge, and Green 1982). Although 61 percent of the presidents in th(
1981 National Enrollment Survey, report that state planners have done a
good job of providing data and guidance about enrollment changes, in-
stitutions need other types of information for enrollment management in
addition to regional and state data. Unfortunately, institutions often fail
to collect much useful data about their students or their applicants (Bald-
ridge and Tierney 1979), There is valuable information that can be ob-
tained only at ihe institutional level. Campuses need to monitor both trend
data on the flow of students from application to graduation and attitudinal
data on factors influencing student decisions about applyingand attending
(see Kemerer 1981; Kenierer, Baldridge, and Green 1982).

Institutional marketing. Marketing is not synonymous with enrollment
management, but rither, a part of it. In the business world, marketing
begins by assessing consumer needs and wants, and ends with providing
goods and services to meet these needs and. wants (Fram 1973). Marketing
thus "superceas both the product concept, which focuses on the product
rather than the market, and the selling concePt, which focuses on the need
of the seller to sell the product rather than on the need of the buyer to
buy the product" (Kodit 1976, p. 56).

In editt:ation_thc,strietly commercial orientation is often altered some-
what to soften the appearance pf pandering to the marketplace. One com-
mentator views college and university marketing as based "first on
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institutional philosophy and mission; second, on lOcating appropriate pdp-

ulations; and thira-Ton-stimulating, involving, and enrolling those popu-

lations .and meeting their educational- needs" (Hershey 1981, p. 19).

-Marketing is not to be confused withselling, Phillip Kotler, a noted mar-
keting authority, observes that "the aim of marketing is to make selling
unnecessary' (Kotler 1976, p. 55),

Colleges and universitie.s, of course, have always engaged in some type

of marketing but no one called it that. However, given the current em-

phasis on maintaining enrollments, more attention has been directed to-

ward sharpening institutional mission, 'Conducting ,consumer research,

and communicating more effectively with potential students. The term
"marketing" was borrowed from the industrial sector because it lends
meaning and structure to these functions. (For a general discussion of the

role 'of marketing in higher education, see lhlanfeldt 1975; Kotler 1976;

Carter and Garigan 1979; Lovelock and Rothschild 1980).
BlackbUrn (1980) has identified A6 techniques traditionally associated

with marketing: publicity, advertising', advertising, research:pretesting
and posttesting, current demand analysis, demand forecasting, program
development, pricing, segmentation, positioning, offering differentim ion,

market information systems, market concept, marketing plan, paid mar-

keting consultants, and free marketing expertise. Blackburn surveyed 720

admissions officers in 1978 and found that at least eight of the techniques

were used by more than half.the respondents.
Forty-six percent of Blackburn's respondents indicated their institution

had developed a "marketing concept," defined as "the orientation of all

parts of the institution toward the satisfaction of student or societal needs."

Publicity, market segmentation (classifying students according to their

characteristics), positioning (establishing a clear institutional image that

is different from competing institutions), and advertising alsoranked high.

However, some responses were contradictoey, leading Blacktturn to ques-

tion "Iiow the respondents wereable to differentiate, position, and develop

their institutions in the absence of market research in the form of demand

analyses, forecasts, and post-tests" (p. 20).
Although institutions report they are doing "marketing," the majority

have not undertaken many of the general tasks associaied with marketing

efforts. One recent study revealed that nearly 50 percent of the 1,463t

institutions surveyed did not conduct marketing studies and another 39

percent, indicated that they did so only informally (College Board .1980).

Blackburn (1980) found only 46 percent of his resPondents had developed

a specific marketing plan. Such a plan is considered a prerequisite for

successful marketing. Blackburn also found that admissions directors'
assessments of marketing technique effectiveness varied considerably. He

concluded that a combination of cominon sense and jargon influenced the

survey results and that there had been little serious effort to adapt corn-

mercial marketing techniques to higher education. fhlanfeldt (1980b)Qb-

serves that recruitment remains a shotgun approach with little effort to

assess effectiveness.
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Table 4: Changes In Recruitment Program, 1975-1980
(percentage of adinissions directors reporting increased activity)

Activity

E Prepare new promotional literature

IncreasC budget (above inllatinn)

Recruit adult studentl
Increase travel .

ConduCt special market-research

Involve academic department in
recruitment

Buy.national mailing lists ,.

Contact special groups (church, youth)

Recruit part-time students
..-

Recruit minorities
Use alumni in recruiting
Attend workshops

Incrense staff

Award no-need financial aid

Sei up doopeptiVe recruitment
programs

c,

4

.

.."..Public
'Research
'Universities

..(119)

Public'. Public
4-Year , 2:Near
Colleges Colleges

-. (354) (909)
,

Private
Universities.

(65) '' -'

'Private
4-Year
Collcgcs

' -- (812)

Private
2-ar
Colleges

(238)

1 All
Institutions.

54 58 38 ,
-

64 66 60 5r:1

29 36 27 57 55 80 43

39 44 48 14 30 '20 36

31 0 48 35 57, 32 50 37

33 L 26 20. 50 51 40 35

.

44 36 23 14 38' 50' 33

45 33 16 36 43 30 31

18 25 20 17 38 40 29

26 34t 29 ii 21 30 27

62 41 15 36 23 20 25

24 .22 4 71 36 20 22

15 21 16 . 23 27 20 22

19 27 8 36 -31 30 21

24 18 12 . 15 17 30 17

11 18 11 14 20 20 16.



Set tip special admissions litsk force 39 26 . 7 .15 20 10 16

Recruit handicapped 15 f3 20 15 1 0, 11

Use outside consultana 0 5 7 17 11 20 9

Recruit foreign students

Recruit veterans"
.

,

Recruit U.S. studtints from overseas

S 3 .11

: 10 15

; 0 , 3

schools ;
Source: 1981* National Enrollment Survey.

4 29 13 10 9

10 0 4 0 8

0 21 8 10 5
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Recruiting Strategies
In our survey we asked admissions directors whether various recruitment-
related activities have increased since 1975 (see Table 4). More directors
reported an increase in preparing new promotional material than in any
other recruitment-related activity. The use of national mailing lists such
as the College Board's Student Search Service also ranks high.

Increasingly, the literature on recruitment stresses the importance of
effective promotional literature targeted to specific groups ($ee, for ex-
ample, Merante 1980-81). The danger, of course,Ig that the literature may
inflate expectations that cannot be met by available campus resources.
Everyone loses when the student arrives on -campus, to discover that the
music program that seemed impressive in the catalog consists of only two
faculty members and is supplemented by a paltry program of perfortnance
activities. Considering the resources and time expended in recruiting, it
makes little sense to enroll more students if the result is a proportional
increase in student attrition.

9 Increasing the budget of the admissions office above inflation costs is ,

ranked second among recruitment-related activities in Table 4. Many other
items listed depend on an adequate budget. Obviously, at a time of shrink-
ing commitment from top administrators must be partiwlarly.
it-rung to shift more dollars to recruiting. Yet doing so may he a critical.
step eow,ard institutional vitality.

One raent survey shows the top three recruiting tools to be high skilool
recruiting, dirct.mail, and attendaitseat college nights and college fairs
(College Board 19-8b),Tlie results shown in Table 4, including the high
rating given to travel, suggest that institutions are playing more emphasis
on face-to-face external recruiting. Students indicate, however, that col-
lege representatives have little influence on their matriculation decision
(Astin, King, and Richardsdn 1981). Just 5 percent of the freshmen entering-
college in fall 1989 indicated that college representatives were a major
ipfluence on their decision to attend a particular college. Only teachers
had less influence on enrollment decisions (4 percent). Heading the list of
major influences on matriculation decisions were the academic reputation
of the college (51 percent), followed by the availa'bility Of Particular ed-
ucational programs (27 percentE:Of course. admissions personnel perform
otheriunctions in addition to talking with students, such as maintaining
contacts with feeder schools and assisting the flaw of information from
the college to prospectiYe students. Too, jtist as new Car buyers will identify
the quality of the carnot the technique of the salesperson-l-as the reason'
for their purchase, it could be that students forget'the catalytic role ad-
missions personnel play in the college selection process.

Table 4 shows the emphasis -given to other recruiting practices, in-
cluding use of alumni, recruitment of nontraditional students, and re-

- cruitment of adults.

Use of alumni. Admissions directors at 71 percent of the private univer-,
..sities and 36 percent of private four-year colleges are currently increasing
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their use of alumni .in recruitment. Thirty-five 'percent of the admissions
directors plan to increase this area in the future; 43 percent of the public
universities and 41 'percentof the private four-year colleges plan to do so

(data,not shown).

Recruitmint of nontraditional students. Admissions personnel have not
reduced efforts to recruit .nontraditional students such as minorities and
the handicapped. The biggest push for minorityjecruitment is in the
public sector, mainly in universities. Although .11 percent of all admissions
directors report that ;Fie* institutions.have increased efforts to recruit
handicapped students, the data presented in Table 4 indicate that these
efforts are centered largely in the public sector; relatively few private
institutions have expanded their recruitment programs for handicapped
students.

c, Recruitment of adults. Pulflic institutions are the frontrunners in adult
recruitment. Most priw.te institutions `ire more likely, by desire or loca-
tion, to cater to full-time students and to pay less attention to adult learn-
ers. Most of the admissions directors who say they plan to increase recruiting
of adultS are also in the public sector, although 40 percent of directors at
private two. year colleges say they plan to do so. .

Although the economic plight of many 'colleges and universities pre-
-cludei extensNe reduction of tuition and other cpsts,`cutbacks in federal
and state student aid have prompted some institutions,particularly those
in the priVate sector, to use economic inducements as a recruiting tool.
Seventeen percent of the adniissions directors report increasing use of no-

. need financial aid awards in the past five years; 19 percent say they plan
to do so in ihe future. (For an extensive study of tuition discounting, see
Ihlanfeldt 1980a. For a discussion of other recruitment techniques, see
Mayhew 1919; Kemerer, Baldridge, and Green 1982.)

The Role of the iamilty
Enrollment managementn-equires faculty participation. After all, faculty
develop programs, establil'h articulation agreements with tzeder insti-
tutions, publicize departmental programs; and provide the quality teach-
ing and advising required to attract students, reduceattrition,And develop
loyal alumni. Fram (1973) observes that the faculty have a "two-fold re-
sponsibility [that] requires them first to create the curricula to meet the ,=
needs of students and society, and second to be good salesmen in their
contacts with student custhmers" (p. 62). One collegerpresident botes,
however, that changing a curriculum to attract students is like moving a
cemeterythe protests are long and loud.

-There is, however, a distinct danger in changing curricula solely to
meetlhe needs of the marketplace. For example, Veysey observes that
"the key question Concerns what actual compromises one is willing to
make, either for survival or for maintenance of a student bodj/ at a given
size" (Veysey 1980, p. 28; see also Bailey 1980). Lovelock and Rothi:child
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Figure 5: Freshmen Attrition
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(1980) maintain that "the challenge for higher education is to remain
sensitive to the short-term .needs and concerns of students and other con-
stituencies (such as parents and alumni) without undercutting the insti-
tution's evaluation of broader societal needs and its own long*-term sense
.of mission" (p. 46).

Although our survey identifies growi g faculty awareness of enrollment
management, case studies illustrate tw difficulty of ,involving faculty,
either individually or through their de artments, in student recruitment
and retention-activities (see Kemerer, aldridge, and Green 1982). Sixty-
seven percent of the presidents in the 1981 National Enrollment Study
agree that admissions policies have been a topic of serious discussion,
among the fithy. The percentage of agreement is highest for private
universities a d two-year institutions (92 and 100 percent, respectively).
Presidents in all tyPes..of institntions agree that faculty have displayed
increased interest in recruitment issues and are more willing to help i.e-
cruit stUdents (81 percent).

However, there is a tremendous difference between agreeing that fac-
ulty should do something and actually having faculty do it. Por eXample,
one survey showed that faculty were frequently involved in recruiting
activities in only 3 percent of the responding institutions (College Board
.1980). In our survey only 41 percent of the presidents agreed with the
statjment, "Paculty have been heavily involved in developing strategies
to cope with enrollment concerns," Agreement was highest at private four-
year institutions (52 percent) and lowest at private twolear 'ions
(22 percent). Apparently, recruitment strategy decisions are
missions- personnel and campus administrators without faculty

. nation. Table 4 shows that admissions directors also emphasize the role
of academie departments in recruitment activities, bin there is consid,.
erable variance.among types of institutions. Some institutions reprrt great
success in involving academic departments in .enrollment management
activities (see, Inr.example, Kreutner and Godfrey 1980-81).

Summary ('
Despite enrollment pressures, there is little evidence that most campuses
have marshalled a concerted, campuswide enrollment management sys-
tem. Most of the-action is limited to fine-tuning the office ol admissions.
More money and effort are going into traditional recruitment activities
such as travel, direct mail, and promotional material. Although various
marketing techniques are being used with greater frequency, there appears
to be little understanding of what a coMprehensive marketing plan entails.
By, and large, the faculty on tnost campuses are Aware of growing enroll-
ment concerns but are not heavily involved in recruitment activities.
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Points of Leverage: Student Retention

The enrollment crisiS has focused attention on a very important fact: An

emormous number of students who enter college drop out before they

finish, thus sharply compounding the shortfall in enrollments. Throughout
the higher education communisy there is newly awakened interesf in stu-

dent attrition. In a few scattered cases vigorous efforts are bcing mounted

against this critical problem.
From the outset it shouldbe clear that, all studcntattritionjs not

necessarily bad, Lenning, Sauer, and Beal (1980a) identify the problem:

Some students need to transfer, stop out,.or drop out for their own benefit,

and an approach that :crtild somehow fbrce them to stay would be in-
approPriate, in spite of the detrimental financial implicafions of decreased

enrolhnent . . . . Rather than improving retention per se, the primary goal

should be to better !;ieet student needs apd to provide a more meaningfiil
.ethicotiOno.' experience. And in the long run: motivations closer to the

misskm of the histinition probably will lead to higher enrollnients and

tuition revenue thanwill a short-sighted, survivalist lircus on enrollments

fin- enrollments' vrice (p. 16).

Attrition is indeed a critical issue. Despite the concern about declining

recruitment pools, college presidents whose institution had enrollment
problems identified student attrition as the number one culnrit . (Stadt man

1980, Table 39). A staggering 85 percent of college presidents agree that
"Etheirl institution should devote more attention and resources to the issue

of student retention and reducing the dropout rate" (1981 National En-
rollment Survey). The high interest in increased retention was remarkably

uniform across all types of institutions.

The Dimen`eions of the Retention Problem
Dronout rates vary substantially, by tY`peof "institution. Our .1981 National'

Enrollment Survey of college admissions directors reveals that attrition
rates for freshmen are highest at public ,community colleges and lowest

at private universities (Figure 5). Public fOur-yearcolleges and universities

also have high attrition rates for freshmen. Overall, only 20 percent of the

emissions directors report a freshman attrition rateof under 15 percent.

Thirty-eight iiercent report 'freshman attrition rates of between 16 and 25

percent, and 42 percent lose more than one-quarter of their freshman

classes.
Asked to compare freshman and overall' undergraduate attrition rates

today with those of five years ago, over half the admiSsions dirwors report
little change. Thirty-five percent report less freshman attrition than five

years ago, and nine percent report more. The percentages are about the .

same for total undergraduate attrition. The five-war comparisons do not

vary significantly by instituttonal type, although-a larger proportion of

admissions directors at public four-yearcolleges repOrt increased attrition

among freshmen.and undergraduates (14 and 15' percent respectively).

Our research, together with the findings of others, demonstrates that:

4 5
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In four-year institutions, roughly half the students who enter never

graduate from that institution. Among the half who kaye the insti-
tution, however, a substantial number transfer to other colleges and

eventually finish. Still, roughly 30 pereent of the freshmen entering

four-year colleges never finish-a bachelor's 'degree.
Community colleges have a much higher dropout rate than fuur-year.

institutions. Approximate ly -60-percent of the.,entering freshaten in
community colleges never complete an associate degree, and over SO

percent never compkw a bachelor's degree.
Private four-year institutions have slightly higher, graduation rates

for students five years after admission than do public four-year insti-

tutions (roughly'53 percent).
The more prestigious and selective the institution, the lower its at-

trition rate. Very selective institutions have low dropout rates; at the

other end "open-admission," unselective 'community colleges have ex-

tremely high dropout rates.
Institutions that are heavily populated by commuter students have

higher dropout rates, and institutions with strong residential dormi-

tory programs have lower dropout rates.

For details on these and other findings see Cope and Hannah 1975;

Astin 1975, 1977, 1982; Beal and Noel 1980; and Pantages and Creedon

1978.

Institutional Costs of Attrition
Our research revealed that attrition has many negative financial and pro-

grammatie'consequences for the institution.

Direct losiin revenue. Colkge finances are almost always "enrollment-

driven." Whether the money is generated from tuition or subsidized by

.public agencies, a drop in enrollments because of attr4ion causes a loss

in operating revenue. In either the public or private college the institution

loses a substantial part of the money that accompanies each student. Of

course, the institution can Save or reallocate money if it gave the schol-

arship, if an outside agency allowed reallocation of money it-contributed

(e.g., work-study money), if refund policies allow retaining some kes from

dropouts, or if census dates for public agencies have PasSed and the in;

stitut ion receives money in spite of dropouts. Neyerthdess, our.research

suggests that more than two-thirds of a student's tuition or subsidy will

be ldst when,a- student leaves (Baldridge and Mintz 1982).
Dropouts hurt in auxiliary revenue as well, especially from residence

facilities. If replacements are not available, a dropout can cost the insti-

tinion almost an entire year's dormitory fees. Moreover, if the quality of

residence halls and campus services declines, the erosion further dk-

, courages student use, thus producing even less' revenue. A vicions cycle

can develop: dropouts, lower revenue, poorer services, moredropouts (Mingle

'and Norris 1981b).'

4 7
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Recniitment and image costs. High .itttrition has three serious effects on
recruitment. First, recruitment expenses are substantially increased, often
costing the institution much of a new student's first year of tuition. Second,
intensified reeruitmmt efforts often force colleges to dip lower into ap-
plicant pools: The institution recruits more low-ability dropout-pronestu-
dents, further accelerating the attrition problem. Third, high dropout rates
tarnish the institufion's image in.the.high school information grapevine,"
making recruitment more difficult. High attrition, in short, seriously un-
dermines recruitment efforts. ,

Attrition undermines the diversity and richness of theccurriculum. High
attrition can lead to an impoverished academic program: (1) upper-divi-
sion programs become limited and weak because so many lower-division
students drop out, to be replaced largely with new freshmen; (2) faculty
are forced to teach lower-division general courses instead of enriched
specialty courses in the upper-division curriculum; (3) the arrival of large
numbers of transfer students to substitute for dropouts causes many ar-
ticulation problems, with other institutions and among academic majors.

In short, attrition has iMportant effects on financial and educational
quality ksues. There are also individual costs. The dropout usually has
fewer chances for employment, in many cases is stigmatized by personal
failure, and can be a disgruntled and unhappy alumnus spreading bad
news about the college. Colleges usually worry about the financial con-
sequences of student attrition, but should also be aware of the important
educational consequences for hoth the institution and the individual.

Institutional Strategies to Reduce Attrition
institutions have little control over rhany factors than contribute to en-
rollment decline. They have little influence over the birth rate, the econ-
omy, the draft policy, or public confidence in higher education. By contrast,
colleges really can do something about their attrition rates.

To date, however, research reveals that most institutions have taken
little effective action to reduce student attritian. In 1978 Verne Stadtman
surveyed college presidents for the Carnegie Council (Stadtman .1980); in
1979 a sur:vey was done for the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems (Beal and Noel 1980); and in 1981 we surveyed a
,national sample of both presidents_and admissions directors. Table 5 re-
ports the major cOnclusions fronLthe three surveys. Several important
trends emerge:

All three surveys identified a long list of retention activities. But all
three surveys revealed that only a handful of items have actually been
tried by a substantial number of institutions.

Improved advising clearly is the option most often utilized. In fact,
advising is mentioned more often than all the other options combined
in Stadtman's survey. One might draw the conclusion that adminis-
trators believe advising is the panaceafor the attrition.
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Table 5: Campus Retention Strategies
Results of Three National Surveys

Activity

Percentage of colleges
attempting the activity

Percentage reporting
activity has great

impact
Stadtman Beal & Noel

(1980) (1980)
Baldridge, Kemeren,

-St Green (1982)

Orientation, counseling, and
advising 55 34 18

Career planning 9 6 6

Learning centers/academic
support 36 24 24

Exit intervirws 9 3 2

Curricular developments 13 2 6

New policies/grading options 11 4 1

Improved facilities 5 ,

More financial aid 4

More studentlacultv contact 6 ,

More service to nontraditional
students 3 8

Improved student activities
and services 7

Early warniny systenls 12

Peer programs 4 OW

Paculty,stall development 3 3

Multiple action programs 3

Co-curricular activities . 2

Dropout studies 2

Improved dorm life 10
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Other efforts emphasize improving academic support programs such
as learning centers and remedial programs. . .

Few institutions have attempted anything other than advising and
some curriculum changes.

Most techniques are judged to be not effective. (Note the extremely
low "effectiveness" ratings in the third column of Table 5.)

It is apparent that most institutions have not done much to lower their,
attrition rates. A major reastin is that until recently most colleges have
had such large recruitment pools that they have not needed coordinated
and systematic programs to reduce attrition: This lack of attention to
attrition rates is a tragic oversight.

There are also organizational and administrative barriers to effective
retention programs. For example, compare retention activities to recruit-
ment efforts. From an organizational and administrative viewpoint,- re-
cruitMent is significantly different because: ( I ) it has a central administrative
office, (2) success or failure is easy to evalUate, (31:resources (money, per-
sonnel, equipment) are clearly assigned, and (4) responsibility is highly
centraliz.ed and changes can be made directly by top managers. In short,
recruitment is acentralimd, focused, well-staffed, administrative lune-
tionand administrators can do something about it.

.

By contrast, retentir has alrimst the exact opposite organizational
and administrative characteristics. Who 'is in charge of retention? How
do you evaluate the effort,,and-what administrators can be held respon-
sible? Just how Visible is .the effort to the campus community? These
questions show that retention efforts are decentralized, difficult to eval-
uate, not under the jurisdiction of a single administrator, understaffed,
and underbudgeted. In short, retention efforts are an administrative night-
mare. Every institution must now consider how to change this situation,
how ui have impacy on the retention problem.

A Consortium Effort
In 1981_ the Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek, Michigan, funded a con-
sortium of 'eight southern California privite: ingtitutions working in co-
ordination with the Higher.Education Research Institute. The purpose of
the consortium is to ( I) assess the dimensions of the student dropout prob-
lem at the eight colleges, (2) plan strategies for cutting the attrition rate,
(3) implement those strategies, and (4) evaluate the effectiveness of the
grogram. The consortiumeolleges have explored alternate strategies for
reducing attrition, and,.out uttitll the strategies mentioned in the literature,
they have decided to implement new retention efforts in six areas.

Early warning systems. The traits of students who drop out have been
ex tensiverv investigated. Armed with this information the consortium col-'
leges can identify potential dropouts before the students arriVe on campus.
The consort iuin colleges will establish an "early warning system" to signal
academic 'advisors and counselors when a student is showing signs of
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dropping out. (For a full discussion and bibliography, see Lenning,,Sauer,

and Beal 1980a, pp. 2211.) Working with the ad missionS office, the retention

task force on each campus is developing a list at the beginning of the

freshman year of those students who are likely to drop out. The colleges

have found the task surprisingly, 1:asy. In the past, admissions officers

rarely set up such lists simply because no one asked for them. But on each

-consortitnwea mpus.the _admiss PnA.Pffice ha s been able to i den t ifv a drop-

out-prone segment of the freshman class,
What happens after the students are identified? The eight campuses

are trying to provide a battery of special services: high-intensity ndvising

'programs with a handful of dropout-prone students assigned to an advisor

special attention to remedial academic programs for the dropout-prone

segment; early identification of poor academic performance; and Coun-

seling programs for minority and nontraditional students,
The early warning system should result in more attention for the dtiop-

dut-prone segment of the freshman class. Coupled with special services,

an early wariting system can short-circuit the deadly spiral of failure and

social detachment that so often characterizes the student dropout.

trong residence life and social integration. Every researcher who has

c amined the question of attritiqn points to the critical role that "social
,

int ration" plays in determining which studentS drop out and whkth

stu .nts .continUe (see, for example, Chickering J969, 1974; Astin 1975,

197 ).
ha are the colleges doing about the social integration issue? Thus

far the el ht consortium colleges .have: taken the following steps:.

Major ormitory renovations' are underway in three institutions,

Five of tJe eight institutions are reconsidering their campus resi-

dency policies with an eye toward mandating more residential life.

Most of the,institutions are increasing their on-campus jobs, since

one of the most consistent findings of the research is that on-campus

jobs provide a focal point around which the student develops an in-

tegrated social life.
Several campuses.have spent extra money on intramural sports and

other social activities.

The institutions believe that efforts to shore up the social integration

and siaI life of the campus will be rewarded handsomely in reduced

at t eition (see Astin 1975). consequently, the consort ium colleges have will-

ingly invested in these efforts. ,

Curriculum innovation to reduce attrition. A strong curriculum and an

excellent faculty are the best retention tools a college can muster-By

strengthening the academic program and careful ly'meshing academic pro-

grams with student needs, retention will increase. This overarching goal,

however, can too easily become a platitude without some coricrete efforts
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to shape the curriculum toward increased student retention. The.consor-
tium colleges are engaged in three types of curriculum activities.

First, most of the consortium colleges have decided to increase-funds
and attention on remedial programs and learning skills centers. MoSt of
these colleges, like many other colleges, are dipping lower into the ap-
plicant ability pool in order to admit enough students. It is a sad fact that

o more aggressive reeruit men t may actuaJly inôreas:the.dr.opoui.rate. The
cüllcges haVe'reCognized this fact and are making efforts to overcome it
through learning skills Centers, remedial courses, and early assessment of
academic weaknesses for all entering students.

Second, the colleges have carefully examined their policies about ac-
ademic majors. The literature suggests that students who do not declare
an.academic major early are more prone to dropping out (see Astin 1975).
These students are less likely to have 'clear academic goals or career Ob-
jectives. In addition, the higher dropout rate of undeclared majors may
result because they are not integrated into the social and academic life of
a department: they lack the careful advising and career counseling.pro-
vided by the departmental faculty.

In the last decade or so, curriculum has swung toward more electives,
more alternatives, and less structure. Along with this curriculum flexi-
bility came lax attitudes on early declaration of a major. The consortium
colleges are re'considering those lax policies. Perhaps-it would be better
to have the students declare a major early-and then make it easy to change
majors if necessary. By contrast, a college that continues the policy of
nondeclaration may wish to devote substantial energy to academic ad-a
vising to encourage students to choose a major. Two consortium institu-
tiont consciously decided to continue a loose policy but substantially
bolster4the support for undeclared students by adding better advising
and intensive orientation programs. In any event, the colleges have given
serious attention to their policy on choosing majors.

. Third, a further effort to bolster the academic, program has been the
development of extended "orientation courses" for freshmen. In addition
to the regular orientation program at the beginning of the year, several
colleges have established a required semester-long freshman orientation
course. The objective is to ensure that no freshman simply "floats" into
the college without proper advisethent or a strong peer group. The fresh .
man orientation course has been used at.half the consortium institutions,
and there is great enthusiasm for its value in r6educing attrition.

The debate over advising; National surveys concerning attrition always
arrive at one strategy that is used more widely than any other: better
advising (for a full discussion, and bibliography, see Crockett 1978 and
Grites 1979). The consortium 'members have given much attention to ad-
vising. However, "better advising" has not been accepted as a dogma.
Many campus leaders actually felt that too much money and energy was
being spent on advising systems, with too little results. The debate grew
rather intense among consortium members. Many people believed that
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previous advising effortSboth through faculty and student serViceshad
riot been effective and in some cases had been scandalously weak. The

move to increase the quality of advising is at the,top of the agenda for the

consortium colleges, but there is serious debate over how to accomplish

the goal.
On the whole, most campuses feel that advising is vitally important,

but-that-current practices.simply Isnot live up to promised.reirults. Con-
sequently, many experiment4 have beert proposed. One wiaely discussed--

strategy is the semester-long freshman course mentioned above. Several

colleges decided to put money and personnel into such an orientation,

course rather thari increasing the resources of the tradition'al advising

program. Other colleges are experimenting with a special "freshman dean"

who would supi:rvise frashman advising, especially in academic matters.

And in all the institutions there is increased concern about developing

better advising programs for minorities and nontraditional students.

Focus on the commuter stUdent. Commu ter studen tS are much more likely

to drop out-than resident stk.Qents (Astin 1977; see Chieltering 1974). The

consortium campuses previiiiisly invested very little energy in enriching

the comMuter students' academic and social life. However, large amounts

of money, student services, and programmatic effort had been directed

toward resident students. At tlie consortium institutions, like most insti-

tution's throughout the nation, 'the con'imuter student was essentially a

second-dass.citizen. The consortium colleges have recognized this prob-

-lem-and i.tre working to overcome the second-class stigma of the commuter

student. In fact, the consortium compiled some statistics to show that for

most campuses a 10 or 12 percent improvement in the commuter dropout

rate would provide a significant increase in retention for the entire insti-

tution.
One campus is building a new facility especially for commuter stu-

dents; . two campuses have ,upened up commuter-oriented wings in their

existing stVdent unions; two campuses have set up special budgets for

'social activities for commuter students; and several campuses have worked

hard to improve such basic items as parking and bookstore hours.

Throughout the consortium, then, there has been renewed at tat tion to the

commuter students plight and promise.

Linking recruitment and retention. When the consortium began there was

almost no hnk between the admissions offices and the retentibh task forces.

As time went on, however, it became obvious that improving retention

was fundamentallv a question of improving the match between student

needs and institutional resources. To put it another way, effect ive retention

grows out of effective recruitment. The better the-match between the

student and-the institution, the higher the retention rate will be.

As the consortium developed, the task forces quickly realized the sig-

nificant link between recruitment ,and retention. Admissions directors be-

came involved in retention task forces. Efforts were made on several fronts:
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(1) publications and advertisements were reviewed to make sure they ac-
.curately reptesented the academic and social life of the college,
(2) admissions directors were involved in.developing the early warning
systems described earlier, (I) more attentiOn. was paid to assessing the
special needs of low-ability and nontraditional students, (4) "retention
goals;' were set up in the enrollment plannirilg of many colleges just as
"recruit me nt .goa I s?:.ha ve always, been set

Summary
Colleges and universities' are not doing all they can to reduce student
attrition.-This is partkulary ironic, since retention is one aspect of, en-
rollment management institutions can control to a considerable.extent.

'This chapter has briefly reviewed the dimensiOns of the problem and some
preferred strategies for dealing with it. Neither recruitment nor retention
problems, however, will be fully resolved until colleges and universities
address some underlying governance 'issues. This is the (beds of the re-
maining chapter.
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Institutional Response: Other Local Campus Issues

Our primary cOncern in the monograph is to look at the strategies and

actions that local campuses must take order to respond to enrollment
problems:Enrollment managernent is, of course, a critical matter for pol-

icy planners at the federal and state government levels and for people at

the headquarters of large state syStems. But in the last analysis the loCal

campus.is the firing hne for the enrollment battle.
Predicting the future is risky business. No one knows for certain whether

we will have an enr011ment crisis of major proportions or if we will move

thrOugh the '80s with only minor adjustments. Furthermore, oyerreaction

to -an expected problem can do enormous damage to i;igher education.

In the 1960s planners thought that enrollments would increase forever,

campuses had to expand, and ,more Ph.D.'s were needed."Overrchction,

occurred: Physical plants were overbuilt and resources Were extended;

now fulure overcapacity haunts some Campuses. The supply of Ph.D's was

pumped up; now many cannot find jobs. Graduate programS'Avere ex-
panded; now the cost ly.programs bleed the resources of many campacs.

Hundreds of new crlleges opened, one a week during the 1960s; now.lnany:-

institutions are threatened with closing because oldeclining enrollments.

.,Instiiutions may overreact again in the face of the coming enrollnient

crisis, There is reason to be concerned that faculty numbers might be

needlessly reduced, that faculty quality might be substantially under-

mined When institutions shift to part-tiMers, that -expensive programs

might be closed down only.'to be reopened later at enormous-cost, that

the enrollment increas predicted for the mid-1990s Will catch many peo-

ple offguard.
Many institutions, pr dded by state planning agencies, have begun to

.develop master platis for etraction. Much energy is expended on these

large-scale plansLwith mi. d results. After examining the planning on

numerous campuses, we have ecome convinced that many of these ex-

ereises seem to be conducted in a vacuum, strangely divorced'from ongoing

campus realities. We have conclUded that instead of. overreaction With

frantic schemes it will bc wiser to perform well, with mea-t:Ted care, the

important middle:range decisions thatface us every.day. Instead of vesting

too much faith in grand inatit'er plans that will often ttirn out to be wrong,

we can Strengthen our institutipns and create the flexibility that Will allow

us to adjust to a' nurriber of alternativelutures. The- goal is this., Build

.
institutions that are flexible and dynamie- so that they can respond ade-

quately to whatever developS. If we cannot predict the future, then . we

should develop a flexibility and a response capacity to meet uncertainty.

A good .star(toWard preparing for those alternative possibilities would

be to pay careful attention to four critical, middle-range decisions:

(1) planning strategies; (2) governance, (3) faculty personnel policies, and

(4) links between' faculty and student affairs personnel,

Planning Strategy and Program Evaluation
Institutions facing an insecure and unpredictable future should try tobuild

sophisticated and Useful planning strategies. (For a good discussion and
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review of major planning strategies, see Jedamus and Peterson 1980.)
Colleges and universities have .not always had strong planning depart-
ments, management information systems, or other tools for strategic plan-
ning. Institutional planning has often been a sterile attempt to prerrire a
state-mandated "long-range plan," which is subsequently ignored. As we
move into a period of genuine uncertainty, the sophistication of manage-
ment information systems and the expertise of planning staffs must, be
sharply intensified. Mingle and NOrris have aptly stated this need:

.Unforninatelv, rnany institutioils continue to take their stands on the basis
of poor information. An absolutely essential element ittPlanning in the
context of ,a general decline is substantial information on the riize and
compoSition of /inure enrollment. This infOrmation can provide a road
map fOr an institution to identify its major resource difficulties and a way
of mobilizing the necessary internal support for making significant changes.
Institutions .where such data were available and appropriately distilled
and com?nunicated had ,more fidly developed contingency plans than in-
stitutions -where- the data were unavailable, poorly presented, or tightly
held by administration. Institutions in a growth mode tend io speak of
this type of planning as "marketing," while those cutting back call it
"enrollment planning." Both involve the same family of activities: the
analysis of the characteristics, orientation, and geographic location of the
students the college has attracted in the past and can expect to attract in
the /inure, and a realistic assessment of the susceptibility of enrollment
to institutional policies. When the analysis is extended to students already
enrolled and when suident characteristics are related to measures of "suc-

,cess and failure," the institution has achieved a i...omprehensive retention
program upon which to base changes in institutional practices (1981a,
P. 7),

What forms does this information-gathering and planning activity take?
In the next few pages we will mention some of the critical ones: analytical
studies of cost and personnel patterns, program review, arid management
information systems.*

Analytic studies of cost and personnel patterns. Cost studies of institu-
tional .activities are an important planning tool. Measures of student-
faculty ratios, support dollars per credit hour produced,'and similar in-
dicators are widely used by institutions to identify programs that have
greateror lesser resources than average. Comparisons are made in two
waysbetween different academic programs at the same institution and
between programs at different institutions. (See Miller 1980 for a morV
complete discussion of institutional performance appraisal.)

Because the strategies that effectively cope With shrinking enrollment

'Muclt ol the sections on cost and personnel patterns and on program review are
quoted, with only minor changes, from Mingle and Norris 1981a, pp. 274.
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often involve-personnel cuts, much planning activity is directed at gaining

more detailed information on the composition of the work force in colleges

and on the iMpact that changes in personnel policies would-have on the
institution's future ability to respond. Monitoring-of tenure density is a

key ingredient in institutions Preparing for _substantial cuts in faculty.
These activities are absolutely essential for institutions needing to cut

back, and for those attemPting to find out Where their flexibility lies, even

if decline is not immine" nt (see Craven 1980).

Program review. Program review is not a new activity in higher education;

it is just more rational ,and analytical than the process that served the

institutions in the growth years (see Barak 1982; Green 1981; Lee and
Bowen 1975). It can be conducted in many ways:using either external or

internal evalua tors. Critics of program review cite two problems. First,
program review is often an expert-sive:lengthy process that results in little
change..Second, evaluation often focuses on issues of "quality" rather than

on the."centrality" of, the program to the institution's mission. This judg-

.ment is best made by faculty and administrators from the institution itself.

'In spite of the ,justified criticisms, however, some type of program review

is essential (see Dougherty-1979; Craven 1980).
Reassessment efforts eventually Must deal with the criteria by which

cuts will be 'made. This, of course, is a great stumbling block for faculty

who are unaccustomed to making choices that .mean continued employ-

ment and prosperity for, some of their colleagues -and job loss for others.

Even when faculty reductions are not involved, it is difficult for professors

to'accept the idea that new prpgrams and qualitative improvements should

be introduced at the expense Of other programs. Unfortunately, in many
institutions it is no longer a matter of cutting low-quality, marginal pro-
grams, but programs that arc viewed as laudable and needed but deemed

too expensive to maintain. (For a fuller diseussion see Barak 1981.)
Whether institutions choose, to eliminate courses or programs, reduc-

tions in the faculty work force may be involved (see Mortimer 1981). The

extent to which attrition is a viable tool for faculty reduction depends on
the campus setting and on certain characteristics of the faculty. Many

institutions have faculties-that are relatively middle-aged and highly ten-

ured, which does not promise much attrition through retirement. And

since the aeademic market for faculty May decline even niore dramatically

in the coming ;ears, the possibility of attrition through turnover may also

diminish.. The extent to wliich attrition can be used depends largely on
the success of the various reallocation and reassignment measures that

.enable'artinstitution to trim operations while still meeting academic com-

mitments.

Developing strong management information system's. None or the plan-

ning tasks mentioned aboveenrollment .forecasts, mission clarification,
cost studies, monitoring tenure, or academic program evaluationcan be
performed without.a solid Management InforMation System (MIS).-Recent,
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studies of MIS effectiveness give mixed reports; most criticism focuses on
the use of MIS in the decision process. Every campus should have an
effective MIS, and both data managers and decision makers need to learn
the procedures that translate the "raw data" into the decision process.
P6nning strategies, decision processes, and institutional data must be
linked more systematically. (For a complete study of MIS in colleges, see
Baldridge and Tierney 1979; see also the integrated enrollment manage-
ment models discussed in Kemerer, Baldridge, and Green 1982).

Governance
How will the critical decisions about institutional response be made? What
is the faculty's role in that process? American higher education has a strong
tradition of faculty participation in decision making. The very terrri "gov-
ernance" implies shared decision making between the faculty and .the
administration.

Shared governance his always takendifferent fornis. First, faculty have
had influence by the constant inflow of faculty members into.administra-
tive positions. Most key administratorswere drawn from the faculty rank.s.
Second; academic departments were the baSic link in shared governance
because they developedprograms; hired faculty, and set standards of per-
formance. Third, academic senates were formed to help advise adminis-
trators on institutionwide matters: During the 1960s, academic senates
matured; in some cases their influence was substantial (For studies on
these.issues see Baldridge et al. 1978).

Threats to shared. governance. Today, as the enrollment and financial
threats multiply; the governance situation has changed. In large -state
systems,facul ty senates probably have lost some control over the insti-
totion because important decisions are increaSingly made off-campus in
the central system office or in the legislature. And partieularly on union-
ized campuses, senates do not seem to be particularly effective because
faculty unions undercut some of their authority and centralized admin-
istrations threaten. them as well (see Baldridge et al. 1978, pp. 94-99 and
chapter 9).

Other issues also suggest a weak role for faculty in the governance
process. Roughly half the presidents in our 1981 survey agree with the
statement, "The faculty here has only a perfunctory role., in the preparation
orthe annual budget" (1981 National Enrollment Survey). When you con-

\ sider that the budget process is a key decision-making event, this'response
certainly testifies to serious weakness in the shared governance concept.

As retrenchment pushes hard decisions upward in the system, the in-
fluence of academic departments may be substantially undermined. The
right of academic departments to hire faculty, develop programs, and
evaluate performance is often questioned. Departmental authority over
program planning and staffing has been weakened because of tight budg-
ets. FaCulty unions are increasingly involved in setting the criteria for
faculty performance. Budget-making authority is gradually moving up-

-
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Table 6: Presidents' Assessments of Faculty Involvement in Enrollment and Financial concerns
(percentage of presidents who agree with statement)

'1. Faculty Inave been heav- .

ily involved in_developing
strategies to cope with, en-;
rollment concerns.

2. Faculty seem to Under-
stand this institution's fi-
nancial concerns and
problems. o

°

3. Faculty seem to under-
stand the basic underlying
causes of the enrollment cri-
sis forecast for the 1980s.

Public
Research
Universities

019)

Public
4-Year-
Colleges

(354)

Public
2-Year
Colleges

(909)

Private
Universities

(65)

_

Private
4-Year
Colleges

(812)

. Private
2-Year
Colleges

(238)
All

Institutions
,

_

36% 46% 52% 3Ir4 68% -rte,; 42q

73 - 65 68 69 75 67 10

69 69 69 85 78 44 71

Source: 1981 Nntional Enrollment Survey
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ward. centralized in the hands of administrators, out of the reach of de-

partment faculty. The administrators have a clear rationale: Times are

lean and decisions must be centralized if waste and efficiency are to be

-,eliniinated. The argument undoubtedly has some merit, but it is overused

an excuse.
There is another threat toshared governance. Although data are largely

absent, we suspect that the inflow of faculty into the administrative ranks

has .diminished. More and more we find that technocratS are running the

shoplawyers, financial> experts.. management information system spe-

cialists, and planning officers. The traditional process by which faculty

members moved into administrative ranks and shaped institutional policy

may 'be eroding. In some cases the key state planning officers have never

had on-line responsibility in an educational organization; they haQe never

been faculty members, never served aS deans, and never been presidents

of local campuses. But increasingly these technical specialists influence

vital decisions affecting academic policy (see Kemerer and Baldridge 1976,

pp. 184-85).
Unionization is at least partly due.to-changes in academic governance.

Ironically, uniens have been a'n enorm&ts stimulant to increasefi cen-

tralization. In large public systems thc:y are usually structured on a sys-

temwide or statewide basis; they.have a central headquarters much like

the central administration of multicampus institUtions. Central-office union

officials talk primardy to main-office academic officials. Highly-central-

ized unims are a perfect match for a highly centralized camPus admin-

istration. In the long .run, they cooperate with each other. Central

.management and union leadership speak the same language;in multi-

campus systems they work in the adjacent offices far away from campus.

.(For an updated study on the impact of collective bargaining seeBaldridge

and Kemerer 1981).
In short, it appears that shared governance may be an endangered

species, especially in an era of retrenchment, financial uncertainty. and

enrollment difficulties:More decisions are moving higher into the admin-

istrative hierarchy and farther away from the point of action. Furthermore,

at the statewide level decisions are increasingly lodged in the legislative

arenas, collective bargaining agencies, and the governor's office. Many

presidents report that they feel they are middle managers rather than

executives (see Baldridge and Kemerer 1981):

How to strengthen the governance partnership. Highd education needs

strong, viable governance. Planners and administrators do not have all

the answers.'Faculty must be involved in the process.

What can be done? First, the faculty should not accept without intense

investigation any administrative claim that decisidn making must be cen-

tralized in order to resolve a cr.' . In some cases this is a valid claim. In

many other cases it is nothing more an a smoke screen for administrative

expansionism. Faculty must confron the issues of institutional survival.

Although presidents believe faculty recognize the enrollment problem.
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Table 7: Presidents Assessments of Use and Performance of Part-time Faculty
(percentage of presidents who agree with statement)

Public
Research
Universities

(119)

I. We have made an effort to
use more part-time faculty
in order to gain staffing flex-
ibility. 48%

2. We have actually in-
creased the number of part-
time faculty as a proportion
of the total faculty, 36

3. Part-time faculty do not
perform as well as they
shouldeven proportion-
ately as well as their time
commitments would indi-,
cate. 18

Son mt..: 198 I Nal tonal Enrol intent Sur% ey

Public
4-Year
Colleges

(354)

Public
2-Year
Colleges

(909)

Private
Universities

(65)

Private
4-Year
Colleges

(812)

Private
2-Year
Colleges

(238)
All

Institutions

.
35% 65% 8% 32% 21% 44%

41 55 . 8 34 21 41

23 15 8 16 33 18



most do not see their faculties seriously involved in planning to meet the
projected crisis (Table 6, statement 1). That situation must be changed if
faculty are to rally behind the changes that will be needed.

Second, faculty statesmen should lead the effort to revitalize university'
senates. Instead of being a forum for petty complaints, ihe senate should
serve as the cohscience of the college commUnity. Instead of simply crit-
icizing the administration, senates cpuld also make strong statements
about faculty provincialism.and encourage faculty to look beyond their
departments to see institutional issues.

Third, where faculty unions exist the faculty must become involved in
union affairs. Unions represent everybody in the bargaining unit. In many
situaiions unions are captured by the narrow interests of disaffected and
unhappy faculty members. Faculty Who represent Mainstream expertise
and academic values mut:, get involved in union affairs. The enrollment
crisislike it or notwill force retrenchment, and on unionized campuses
senior faculty must work with the union as it struggles for fair procedures.

Staffing and Personnel Fnlicies
Some of the most important decisions involve staffing. (For recent- work
on staffing practices in an era if retrenchment see chapters 7-10 in Mingle
and Associates 1981; Craven's article is particularly relevant.) The quality
of key'faculty and staff is probably-the most important factor affecting an
institution's ability to respond to an uncertain future. In many ways in-
stitutions have a golden opportunity to build high quality staffs because
of the oversupply- of Ph.D.'s ip some fields.

Factors eroding faculty quality. The tonsumer Price Index has nearly
tripled ;between 1967 and 1982..By contrast, faculty salaries have lagged

-fat- behind the cost of living, avepging only about a 124 percent increase
since 1967 (see American Association of University Professors 1981; "Ac-
ademic Salaries" 1982). Many state planners and truStees, although un-
happy about this salary lag, nonetheless feel that the oversupply of Ph.D.'s,
coupled with low salarie9firoughout higher.education, gives faculty few
options and makes for a 'buyer's market." This is an entirely fallacious
theory. The real question is not whether a bright young faculty member
will leave a low-paying job at UCLA to go to an equally low-paying position
at Yale. The real question is whether that person will leaYe UCLA to go
to IBM. Furthermore, the oversupply is in low-demand areas (humanities,
social sciences); there is a shortage in several high-demand fields such as
engineering, business, and.computer science (see Solmon et al. 1981, chap-
ter 1).

A second qualityTeroding factor is the effort of faculty unions to replace
merit with seniority for pay- increases and promotions. Where unions are
strong there is i:onstant pressure to make seniority the key element in
promotion, tenure, and protection against retrenchment. Administrations
usually hold out for the concept of merit, for peer evaluation, and for
rewarding talent [though some people charge these lofty protes'tations
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actually. cloak a dtgsire to let administrators have the final decision. In the
long run, however, the rash of grievances, the lawsuits, and the constant.

union pressure have caused many administrations to accept seniority rules.
This trend seems to be accelerating, even in sortie nonunionized institu-
tions. (For more details see Kemerer and Baldridge 1976; Baldridge and
Kemerer 1981).

The debate over part-time faculty. Faculty quality also may be undercut
because of the shift towards'part-time faculty. Consider this situation: An
administration is unsure, of the future, believes it has too many tenured
faculty, and is frightened by a strong union that will fight tooth and nail
if the institution ever tries to retrench faculty. Under thesecircumstances
it is only human for the administrators to look around for options to keep
them out of hot water. The common solution is to hire part-time faculty.

The evidence of a shift topart-timers is strong. (See c9mplete discussion
of this i,ssue in Leslie, Kellams, and Gunne 1982.) In the last decade, the
percentage of part-timers among teaching faculty has increased rapidly:

Part-timers evidently are quickly corning to play a much more important
role than was believed even a shori time ago. In any case, it appears sale
to estimate that aboutt 210,000-215,000 part-timers are currently qt work,
and that they comprise about one-third of all faculty members at American
colleges and universities. Variance arrmng sectors is indeed great. Part-
timers are most heavily used in two-year community colleges, and least
heavily used among major univenities. Part-timers comprise more !ham,
one-half of all faculty in two-year collegesin the foil of 1976, 55.8 percent
(Leslie, Kellarns, and Gurzne 1982, pp. 18-19).

Our 1981 survey also lends strong support. Forty-four percent of college
presidents agree that, "We have made an effort to use more part-time
faculty in order to gain flexibility" (Table 7). The public two-year insti-
tutions lead t6e.pack (65 percent agree). And that policy goal has been
translated into action. Statement 2 in Table 7 shows the strong move
toward actually using part-timersand public two-year colleges again
spearhead the drive.

..The reasons for this shift are obvious. Part-timers do not have to be
given tenure, they can be paid less .than full-timers, their benefits and
insurance are not as great, and they can be fired without strong reper-
cussions when they are no longer needed. We can easily understand why
administrators concerned about an uncertain future will turn to part-
timers.as a short-range solution. (See the California Postsecondary Com-
mission 1980 for a full digcussion and bibliography.)

What about the instructional practices of part-timers? A recent report
by the Center for the Study of Community Colleges reveals that part-timers
differed from the full-timers on most mPasures related to instructional

_practices. When compared with their full-time counterparts, part-timers
.werc less experienced, held lower academic credentials, made fewer ac-
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Tablh: Presidents Reporting h:^reases in Personnel Programs, 1975-1980

Item

L. Systematic efforts to
evaluate faculty teaching
competence

2. Rigor of standards for
faculty salary increases

3. Rigor of standards for
faculty promotion

4. Rigor of faculty tenure
standards

5. Incentives for early
retirement

,
6. Systematic funded efforts
to retain underutilized fac-
ulty for new oc related fields
or functions

7. Developed a written
retrenatment policy

Public
Research
Universities

(119)

Public
4-Year
Colleges_

(354)

Public
2-Year
Colleges

(909)

Private
Universities

(65)

Private
4-Year
Colleges

(812)

Private
2-Year
Colleges

(238)
MI

Institinions

54% 59% 50% 50% 64% 56% 57%

46 43 18 b7 43 33 34
.,

64 .62 10 75 58 44 42

,

67 58 10 75 61; 57 42
,

.
33 27 24 58 14 Q

0
19

,.
-

12
w

31 27 9 26 11 25

,.

50 60 58 8 19 0 I 39

Source: 1981 National Enrollment Survey



ademie demands on'students, were less involved in the campus commu-
nity, and engaged in fewer professional development activities (see
Friedlander 1980, Pp. 34-35): .

Clearly,there are many sides to this issUe. Some women's groups May
favor more 'Part-time faculty positions to pepnit Nxible joblamily op-
tions. me technical Re lds May find that part-timers_ arethe 0111yor
bestw v R./ staff their.programs. Bid. the 'nagging doubts will continue
about the impact of the career eiptiOns and personal attitudes of the part-
time faculty themselves-as well 'asT-un the quality of the educational pro-
gram. What action needs to be taken on, this important issue?

First ; no institution should allow the number of part-timers to grow
without serious. planning. Every campus should constantly monitor its
mix of part-time and full-time faculty. This suggestion, of course, ties in
with the need for good management information discussed earlier in this
chapter,

Second, faculty unions should strive to-upgrade the quality of life for
part timers. Unions should attempt to Make part-time faculty hist as eN-
pt:nsive as full-timers. The decision to hire part-lime people "should be
made on educational and programmatic grounds rather than from budget-
cutting motives. .

.

Such pressul es from unions might lead part-time faculty to stahd up
and demand that they be treated as first-class citizens in the academic
community. They could demand that the exploitation that is characteristic
of their employment cease. Thev could demand a fair pro-rata shore of
pay 'and benefits. And minorities and womena large proportion of the
part-timers---could demand the end of revolving-door affirmative action
policies. _

However, if part-timers were paid and treated equally then institutions
could demand that part-timers perform high-quality service, spend time
with students. prepare as well as do lull-timers, and increase their insti-
tutional commit men t . .

Finally, institutions must explore alternative styles lor faculty em-
ployment. The current pattern is that full-time employment inevitably
assumes tenure, that faculty organizations demand job security for folk
lime employees, and that the courts often favor the job rights of a dis-
missed iull-timer. It is no wonder that administrators with legitimate
worries about maintaining flexibility will avoid the hassles of hiring lull-
timers and inste:A select part-timers. .

Institutions must exPlore more extensively the possiblities of full-time
emmiplo yinent on fixed-term contiiicts that do not necessarily lead to tenure.
A non-tenure-track appointment with a fixed fiv-e-Year Contract, although
not as desirable as a tenure-track position, may nevertheless be 'much
better than a harried existence as a part-timer. Between the open-ended
flexibility of hihng part-timers and the inflexibility of hiring tenured fac-
ulty, the no-tenure, full-tnlie approach pay hold some promise as a rea-
sonable middle pound. It preserves soae maneuverability while capturing
more of the dedication and full-time attention of the faculty. Hampshire
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College ill Amherst, Massadluscits, tor example, uses a somewhat similar

strategy. Private colleges will probably have more flexibility to explore
such opt ions,- but public institutions should also attempt to generate new
employment alternatives (see O'Toole et al. 1980).

Other policy questions about personnel. Our 1981 survey asked presidents

about changes in personnel practices since 1975. Table 8,shows that the

ma foht y of institutions (57 percent) hav.e increased efforts- to evaluate

teaching (item I ) and that a sizable minority ol institUtiOnS have increased

the rigor of .salars, rank, and promotion standards (items 2,3, and 4). By

contrast, surprisingt y. little attention has been given, to incentives lor early

retirement (item 5), retraining under-utilized faculty lor new functions

(item 61, ant) retrenchment plans (item 7). These policies are often noted

as:zkes elements lor planning.a response to a possible enrollment decline.

It is surprising that so littkittention has been given to these key personnel
(hir an evtended discussion of these matters see CalifOrnia Post-

secondary Commission 1980, pp. 66-92.)

Our case-studv inter.views suggest administrators, union leaders, and

statc policy planners agree that carefully constructed retrenchment pol-

icies arc essential. Although designing a retrenchment policy is not easy,

having such a docunient in advance is far superior to working without

one or developing it when retrenchment is required. As shown in item 7,

there are sharp variations h.. type ol institution: The public sector is clearly

more prepared. Other data -not shinvn in the tablesuggest two critical
facts. First unionized campuses.are lar more likely to have a retrenchment

policy (see Baldridge and. Kemertr 1981). Perhaps one c the best contri-

butions of -collective bargaining has been to force the retrenchment issue

to the front during negotiations..Second, private institutions anticipating

the twrst enrollment problems have done the team planning for retrench-

ment. This is a most discouraging.observat ion, but it his in rather cle'arly

with the pat tern of nonprepara t ion suggested in Table 8.

Some reflections on personnel policies. As we look hack over these per-
sonnel matters several thoughts conic to mind. First, local campus ad-

ratiirs cannot always have impact even il they want different polieics.

For example. administrators at public institutions are caught in a web of

state regulations, legislative lights over social priorities, and collective

bargaining contracts that arc often negotiated far from the campus. Pri-

vate college administrators, however, have much more flexibility on the

matter of salaries. Certainlv. private sector administrators do not have a

free hand, hut their ability to maneuver is far greater.
ot her issues, however, both public and private sector administrators

can have influence, They. ean, for instInice, have substantial control over

instinitional use of part-timers, innovations in full-time .lontenure CM-

plos men!, the development of retrenchment policie:,, and the design of

early retirement progriAms. Unfortunately, the record seems diseol rg-
ing---much less effort has been spent on these contingencv-planning i. ales
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tha is mandated by the changing circumstances. If presidents are ac-

cur' tely answering our questions about personnel policies, then they arc

doi g little to prepare for a potential tidal wave of personnel problems

tha may face them shortly.
n fairnes-s. administrators may he doing other thingsthings we did

not question them about. One of the prepublication reviewers ol this hook

eritjiciied us for overstressing the "lack of preparation'-' theme. This re-

vie vei. stated:

rim conclu.siwrs Ore drawn by the .authors which might be criticized as

msupported by their survey data and the liw'rantre. First, that "colleges

rave done little to prepare tor the 1980s."

The policies taken from the survey data may or may not represent

reparatioth. Ltrly retirement and 11 tculty retraining represent only vety

limited responses to decline which may have been considered and reiected.

Long range reallocation schemes and program changes are probably better

evidence of preparation /Or the 80's titan either of these two. As for formal

retrencirment policies, these may or may not provide "preparation." Re-

strictive collective bargaining agreements may actually severely limit fu-

ture flexibility and prevent any effective response until conditions are so

extreme that little can be done (CUNY in /975 is a good example).,

In the absence of much discussion of the reasons behind certain types

of organizational behavior, the authors came to a second more implicit

conclusion----namely that institutional presidents are acting.irrationally.

One ls lefi with the conclusion that tlw pattern of complacency and in-

action referred to is due to ignorance and laziness. I would have preferred

more discussion orthe organization, legal and political restraints acting

upon institutions: (Anonymous prepublication reviewer)

Certainly it is true that campuses arc caught in an entanglediset ol

regulations. legislative restrictions,and bargaining contracts. The iCvicw-

er's point is well taWn.,Clearly there are many exceptions to the pattern

of unpreparednessin our case studies ae saw quite a few aggressive

efforts to prepare programs and personnel practices lor expected troubles,

This was particularly t(-ue in northeastern states where the nroll went

dillicul tics are most pressing. (For a discussion of some ol the outstanding

efforts to Plan lOr retrenchment, see the various articles in Mingle and

Associates 1981; and in Kemerer, Baldrage, and Green 1982.)

Nevertheless, when we reflect on all our research and personal impres-

'sions, we leel that on balance there is considerahly less preparation than

there.ought to be for a future that might he very difficult.

"Linking the Faculty and Student Affairs Personnel

The -student affairs personnel on most.campuses have a wide range of

responsibilities: admissions, counseling, residence halls, registration, stu-

dent dean's of lice, campus union, and so forth. Unfortunately, soiiie faculty

apd administrators vieW this as a no-man's-land about which they know
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little and care less. Research on college impacts suggests the "student life"
arena has a Powerful influence on student development and growth. Alex-
ander W. Astill argues that dorm life and advising are almost as important
to student development as classroom, instruction (see Astin 1975, 1977).

Studtrit service; frequently suffer disproportionate reductions duxii\:,
major budget cuts. Faculty and administrators sometimes consider the

,
smiler) componaits.to be frills that can .he eliminated without harm-
ing the, academic program, Thismay be a suicidal trend. OVer.the years
many institutions have reduced the,residential as -1f_thuses_
so that they become commuter institutionscolleges withdparking
few residetia halls, and little opportunity for student involvement in cam:
pus life. For two decades.institutions have given attention to expanding
access, while at the Qime time reducing educational impact.

With the enrollment crisis looming on the horizon, the student life
components may determine the very survival of some institutions. On the
one hall& marketing and recruitment have become increasinglyimportant
to the cry lifeblood of institutions. They are important "boundarv-role"
functions that link the institution with the outside world (Silverman 1971).

On ,the other hand; once students are .enrwlled, the quality of 'student
life is, one key element to keeping them in college.,The student services
staff pyrform a critieal .function for the institution, and they do pot get
the cr,edit, pay, prestige, and, respect they deserve,

What policY issues need to be cootronted in this arena? First, admin-
istrators and faculty members ali10 should take a strong interest in
slrengthening student affairs operations: budgets, services, and staffing.
They should lIvoid the toniptation to take money from these services to
holster faculty and administrative budgets. This overall piece of advice--
strengthen the studenlv seruvicescan be focciscid on recruitment and
retention'.

Second, -every campus sho'uld put substantial resources into recruit-
ment, admissions, and marketing. InstitutVs fitee an iMeertain future; a
rich and diversified student pbol is essential.- When the stUdents were
beating down the doors colleges needed ti lo.sophist icat ion in this i.irena.
Todav colleges need professional, highly ttaMed, and Wed-paid recruiting/
adnussions stuffs. Any- institution:lacing ati enmllment crisis should im-
mediately put money, resources, and energy into this effort. It should hire
the best people available and it should-give them the resources they need.

Third, every institution, whether it has an enrollment problem or not,
should pay careful attention to attrition and retention. As outlined earlier,
the facts are staggering. Roughly 50 percOnt of students in four-year col-
leges do not graduate from the'can4us they,islarted, and roughly 30 per-
cent of entering, four-year col lege,freshmen never finish at all, kit two-year
colleges, the attrition rate isl,msiderably more than double the four-year
college rate. In short, the fact, suggest tbat colleges lose almost as many
students as they graduatc.

In sum mars , strong cooperat km among stuclenl ;cry ices, faculty, and
administration, focused ,nt the retera ion issue, can undoubtedly haveenor-

.
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mous influence .-on the institution's educational and financial viability.
..kenewed-eniphasis on "student.life" issues,is mandatory lOr any campus

that anticipates eprollment shortfalls. (This topic is, discusSed in greater

detail along with case study examples, in Kemerer, Baldridge: and Green

I 982)

Conclusion ,

.

This chapter discussA lour policy areas that must be confronted by-any

campus facing enrollment problems: planning and curriculum review,

...governance, pe.esonnel issues, and the revitalization of student life-. The

.ehapterTsought lb answer the basic question; What can local campuses do

abOUt the projected enrollment crisis?
Chapters three and foOr on recruitment and retention offered hope that

iiggressive'institutional action might cureor at least forestallthe ex-
pected enrollment crunch. Chapter five, however, takes a difkrent per-
'speetive. If all else fails and the enrollment crunch does come, what must

the'inStitutioi* do to prepare for the decline? The advice was simple and

m;ivbe even commonsensical. But our interviews and surveys revealed .a
,distonterting lact=although the necessary steps are _obvious, most cam-

poses ha.e not yet taken them. Inaction, denial, and avoidanceseem. to

be an all-too-common response thus far, at least at the local campus level:

';'Stirely this head-iP-the-sand posture will soon change. It will because it
. ,

musI,
Let us conclude by quoting a few observations made by Mingle and

Norris abOnt their research into retrenchment .planning:

First, it is appar'ent that no single strategy should be relied upon

enfire spending.redhction which-is needed. A combination of cutbacks

iii 'cours, cAllerinA4, program elidtinations, stalling adPistments, and ad-

intinstrat ive consolidation should. be.conSidered. The cumidative eflect of

tlw.savings' from each strategy can be. substantial..
Second, precious tinte cart,be lost debating the likelihood of decline_

The best advice may be to plan for fite worst and hope lOr the best. Early

action is n'eeiq to mobilize st?pporr 'Institutions which a'asiaray the

'Ast ga.sp of griath will be worse olf than those whicIt usetilm time of

grQallt to prepare lin;
. Third, ivhementbarki, On irassesteitt and cutback .0rateliies, bold-

ness is essential. Vicrentt ntaffsitt is line under coaditions of jqa#0,.but

may not .suflice under deCliite. Among the case-s. studied, Avas

mOst <succeNsful'refrtnAments cut deeply eithitiJi to meet immediate

mid prOjected shortfalls and also to mount new prow-ants_ or enhance

Aistnig -ones. It i's4his second order of cuj.s.which can be the positive

...side of retPenchmein.
leadershiP in carrying, Out the various strategies is un-

doubtedlyan element in a .succeit response to decline. The most ellectivi,

'evamplespf leadership in the SRE13'study were presnlents who were willing

.to educate, cajole, and inspire their faculties and staffs to lace up to the
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task of making difficult choices. Striking a balance between she unac-.
,ceptable poles of unilateral decision making and indecision by committee,
these presidelits.andtheir academic deans careliilly laid out the prospects
of their colleges so faculty and worked cooperatively so la misdate plans so
controm she challenges of decline. 1 It th is way, these leaders Oen Captured
,a wellspring of creative energy in faculty and staffs' , even among those
who were personally threatened. -As is turns otu,-uncersainly and inaction
are even rhore disheartening than retrenchment. (Mingle and Norris 1981a,
p. 4.)

We do not know what the e;rollment future of higher education will
be. The gluumy facts of demography abd the sharp knife of the federal
and state budget cutters 'would lead us to predict a sharp, almost precip-
itous decline. But social institutions rarely change so fastaggessive re-
cruitment and sustained efforts at retention may turn the tide or at, least
slow down the decline.

'Whatever happens, hOwever, our message must be the Same. To prepare
fi."Cr an uncertain future requires planning. And to back up the inevitable
failures at planning requires built-in institutional resilency, flexibility,
and capacity. We cannot build brittle, understaffed institutions locked
into a single image of the future. Instead we must make our day-to-day,
middle-range decisions so that a healthy', responsive institution can adapt

° to a rapidly changing future. Building that, inst itutiona I capacity requires
attention to planning, to staffing, to governance, and to student services.

In the last analysis higher education's long-term health depends .on
quality and service to students, not on short-term gimmicks and short-.
sighted rtolicies.
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